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ABSTRACT
Smartphones are fast becoming an attractive medium to advertisers because they
encompass both online and mobile tailored advertising. Literature about consumer
perceptions of such types of advertising was reviewed to understand the possible
implications of smartphone tailored advertising. While existing research indicates
that consumers benefit, it also suggests negative response to tailored adverts mainly
due to privacy concerns. Two studies were conducted to investigate consumers’
perceptions of different types of smartphone tailored advertising. Study One explores
two scenarios with 8 smartphone users (post-graduate students): 1) online tailored
advertising as displayed on a smartphone during a mobile web search (‘pull’
adverts); and 2) ‘push’ mobile adverts as received on a smartphone. Results indicate
preference for ‘pull’ over ‘push’ due to perceived usefulness of such adverts. Study
Two investigates the second scenario even further and identifies factors for which
adverts are accepted or rejected. An ‘in situ’ experiment was conducted where 20
smartphone users (professionals that worked in London) received tailored adverts on
their personal phones for 5 consecutive days. Participants were split into two
conditions: informative adverts (The Adverts Group) and adverts carrying discounts
(The Discounts Group). Findings suggest that the more relevant adverts are to one’s
needs, interests and context, the more likely they are to gain a positive response.
However, perception of cost in disclosing personal and location information,
irritancy and privacy invasion from receiving adverts, also have a direct effect on the
user’s willingness to adopt and use a ‘push’ advertising service. Therefore, for
smartphone tailored advertising to be successful, we suggest that consumers need to
be able to perceive more value than cost. Several recommendations are proposed for
targeting adverts to smartphone users, such as allowing the user to customise type,
quantity and frequency of incoming adverts.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

As of June 2011, the mobile phone market penetration rate in the UK for
smartphones was 36.9%, the most popular smartphones being: iPhone, 10.3%,
Android, 9.2% and Blackberry, 7.4% (Guardian, 2011).
A smartphone is a handheld device that integrates mobile phone capabilities with
more common features of a handheld personal computer. Mobile phone network
providers offering third generation (3G) wireless service, enable users to connect to
the internet at high data speeds while on the go (Ofcom, 2010). Nearly half (45%) of
Internet users in the UK accessed the Internet via a mobile phone in 2011 (National
Office of Statistics (NOS), 2011)
With the advantage of accessing the Internet anywhere at any time with personal
smartphones, consumers are more likely to be connected online more often. This
increases advertisers’ capacity and bandwidth to expose consumers to more adverts.
In June 2010, the UK spend on online advertising was 25% of the total
advertising market share of £8.16 billion (Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) UK,
2010). A new form of internet advertising that is becoming increasingly popular is
tailored advertising. This is based on users’ online activity whereby advertisers map
users’ interests, characteristics and habits to personal identifiers. Data collected
includes for e.g. gender. This data is then used to create adverts tailored to the user
and displayed on websites which might not necessarily be related to the content of
the visited website at the time (Office of Fair Trade (OFT), 2010). Recent research
suggests that tailored advertising on desktop or personal computers (PCs) is twice as
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effective with 6.8% vs. 2.8% for non-targeted advertising at converting users to click
on adverts (National Advertising Initiative (NAI), 2010).
Mobile advertising research suggests that out of the different types of mobile
devices (including, tablets, ebooks, connected game consoles and feature phones)
marketers are giving smartphones top priority for mobile advert campaigns (Zoller &
Oliver, 2011).

Mobile advertising for smartphones is similar to online tailored

advertising and likewise US marketers’ spend is shared between branded mobile
websites (83%), mobile banner display advertising (77%) and mobile web search
advertising (44%). Another form of mobile advertising on which advertisers spend
53% is Short Messaging Service (SMS) based advertising (Zoller & Oliver, 2011).
This latter is known as ‘push’ mobile advertising whereby adverts are sent to
consumers’ phone in the form of text or multi-media messages.
Being a personal communications device which people carry with them all the
time, advertisers can tailor adverts to their consumers based on their location e.g.
sending promotional adverts from retail stores in close proximity. It is expected that
smartphone tailored advertising could have advantages over push mobile advertising
because it allows for location-based adverts other than online tailored adverts. But
how will consumers respond to such adverts?
Based on past research, one could suggest that, on the one hand, consumers might
react favourably to adverts sent to their smartphone because they perceive benefits
from these being tailored to their personal interests and favourite brands (Barwise &
Strong, 2002). On the other hand, consumers might react negatively to tailored
adverts, because they perceive costs such as disclosing personal location information,
tracking of personal online activity and irritancy caused by number of adverts
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received on one’s phone (Unni & Harmon 2007; Turow et al. 2009; Zhang et al.
2010). However, past research only explored tailored advertising in the context of
online advertising for PC-based web browsing and mobile advertising with pre-3G
phones. Therefore, it is not clear whether the same benefits and costs will be
perceived in the context of smartphones. As of yet, there has been no research
exploring consumer perceptions of tailored advertising specifically in the context of
smartphones.
This dissertation aims to understand consumer perceptions of mobile tailored
advertising using smartphones by exploring the following questions;
1. What are the benefits and costs that consumers perceive for smartphone
tailored advertising?
2. Do consumers accept or reject smartphone tailored adverts, and what are
their reasons why?

To address these questions, two studies were conducted. Study One helped to
uncover perceptions of ‘pull’ online tailored adverts and ‘push’ mobile adverts. This
was done by describing scenarios to participants and presenting them with digital
visuals of both types of adverts on a smartphone. However, a limitation of Study
One is that it is based on what users imagine how they would respond to such
advertising, which might not necessarily be how they would have actually responded
in context. Therefore, Study Two was an experience study, conducted to investigate
how participants would respond when receiving tailored adverts on their
smartphones. While Study Two confirmed perceptions of push mobile advertising, it
also revealed factors for accepting or rejecting adverts. Two groups were compared:
-7-

adverts and discounts. Predictions included that people who perceive more benefits
to the adverts would respond to them more positively.
Together, the results of Study One and Study Two suggest that consumers
perceive benefit in the extent to which adverts meet their needs at the time; however,
perceived cost, mainly associated with information disclosure, could affect the
consumer’s willingness on making use of the service. Based on these findings, we
propose several recommendations for advertisers for targeting adverts to smartphone
users.
The dissertation will be structured as follows:


Chapter 2 presents a review of existing literature;



Chapter 3 provides the methodology, findings and discussion for Study
One;



Chapter 4 presents methodology and findings for Study Two;



Chapter 5 discusses Study Two findings and outlines advantages and
limitations of the research;



Chapter 6 concludes with implications for designing push smartphone
tailored advertising.
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CHAPTER 2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This Chapter describes two types of advertising, online and mobile, and explains
how smartphones encorporate features of both. Existing advertising research is
reviewed (online and mobile), exploring positive and negative perceptions of
consumers. Then, the research aims of this dissertation are presented.

2.1

Types of Advertising
2.1.1

Online Tailored Advertising

Online adverts for PC-based Internet browsing can appear in numerous forms.
The most popular form being the ‘banner’ which is displayed in various parts on a
website’s page. With recent technology, banner adverts have become interactive so
that users can interact with them such as, casting a vote in a poll, running a video
animation etc. Banner adverts employ ‘push technology’ that is, content is displayed
to the user regardless of users’ interaction with the banner or the website where the
banner is displayed. On the other hand, an advert can be requested that is, ‘pulled’.
The latter is a measure of ‘active technology’ which requires the user to input
information before a new advert appears tailored to the inputted content (Rodgers &
Thorson, 2000). For example, when typing to search for a product in a web search
engine, the results could include keyword-related adverts.
Banner adverts in online advertising can be tailored to the user’s online activity
which is captured by means of cookies. Cookies are small files stored on a computer
when visiting a website. These are used as tracking means to record users’ online
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behaviour while visiting and interacting with websites (OFT, 2010). By gathering
online activity, advertisers map users’ interests, characteristics and habits to personal
identifiers. Data collected through cookies include: inferred age group (e.g. 28-25),
inferred gender (e.g. male), product searches (e.g. shoes). This data is then used to
create adverts tailored to the user and displayed on websites which might not
necessarily be related to the content of the visited website at the time (OFT, 2010).
Advertisers are increasingly using tailored advertising because there is evidence
to suggest that it is more effective than non-tailored advertising. The National
Advertising Initiative (NAI) commissioned a study based on proprietary data about
revenue, composition and effectiveness of different types of online advertising of 12
major advertising networks in the US. The study found that in 2009 behaviour-based
targeted advertising was twice as effective, 6.8% vs. 2.8% for non-targeted
advertising at converting users to click on adverts (NAI, 2010).
There is also evidence to suggest that consumers benefit from ‘free’ Internet
services, i.e. advert-funded. These include, search, entertainment and social
communication.

In 2010, the Internet Advertising Bureau (IAB) Europe,

commissioned an interview and online survey involving a total of 3,360 participants
from across 6 countries: UK, France, Germany, Spain, Russia and US. It was
estimated that consumers gained a total surplus (excluding subscription costs) of 40
Euros a month per household over and above the broadband access from Internet
Services, an amount they would have had to pay unless funded by adverts (IAB
Europe, 2010).
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2.1.2

Mobile Advertising

Mobile Advertising refers to advertising or marketing messages delivered to
portable devices such as laptops, tablets and mobile phones either via a synchronised
download or wirelessly over the air (IAB, 2008). An extension on the ‘push
technology’ metaphor as previously mentioned, adverts are sent by or on behalf of
advertisers, to a mobile device at a time other than when the user requests it. Push
mobile advertising can take the form text messages (SMS1) and multi-media
messaging (MMS2) (IAB, 2008). Features of interactive mobile advertising include
the ability to reply back to text messages for example, to participate in a competition
and ‘clicking’ on the number in the message to activate a call and make a product
enquiry or purchase (Mobile Marketing Association (MMA), 2011).
Recently however, with the emergence of mobile devices including tablets and
smartphones, new forms of mobile advertising have emerged so that now mobile
advertising includes; mobile web banner adverts, text messaging (SMS), multimedia
messaging (MMS), Mobile Video and TV advertising and banner adverts for mobile
applications (apps)3 (MMA, 2011).
In July 2011, marketing research with the marketers of 300 US companies
suggested that mobile advertising meets several key business objectives in the ability
to; increase engagement (59%), increase brand awareness (58%), build customer
relationship (57%) and drive sales (54%). Another appealing aspect of the mobile
phone as an advertising channel includes cost effectiveness (54%). While half of the
respondents’ spend on mobile advertising is under $50,000 a year, 35% said that they

1
2
3

Short Messaging Services
Multimedia Messaging Services

Applications (apps) are interactive programmes downloadable on smartphones
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are set to increase budgets by more than 50% over the next two years (Zoller &
Oliver, 2011).
The most popular type of mobile advertising is branded mobile website (83%),
followed by mobile display advertising (77%). These were followed by brand
application (59%) and SMS (53%). Mobile search, video, MMS and in-application
(app) advertising were used at same levels (44%) and lastly followed by
barcodes/coupons (42%) (Zoller & Oliver, 2011). Location-based capabilities
however, do not score as high as the hype created around location services
particularly most popular ones that is, Foursquare and Gowalla which combine
mobile advertising with user’s location (Zoller & Oliver, 2011). Other research
however, shows that consumers are willing to exchange personal location data in
return for location-based information which includes sales alerts (JiWire, 2011).
JiWire surveyed the advert request of more than 5,000 of its US customers of
Wi-Fi service for mobile devices

When asked what was the most important

information about a brand when in close proximity to a store or product location
‘Sales and Promotions’ ranked higher than customer reviews, directions, product
information, availability and coupons (JiWire, 2011). This type of evidence could
increase marketers’ interest and investment towards push mobile advertising utilising
various delivery methods including MMS, SMS and app notifications4.

4

Once an application is downloaded on a smartphone it could send random message alerts to
attract user’s attention to the app
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2.1.3

Smartphones

The spend in mobile advertising as discussed in the previous section, has a direct
affect on international smartphone users including British, who access and use US
originated websites, Internet Services and apps.
Nearly half (45%) of Internet users in the UK accessed the Internet via a mobile
phone in 2011 (NOS, 2011). Such news will continue to attract advertisers’ attention
to smartphones as potential effective mobile advertising medium. When asked to
prioritise the different types of mobile devices which include tablets, ebooks,
connected game consoles and feature phones5, used for mobile advert campaigns,
smartphones were deemed the most important with 60% of the respondents (US
marketers) giving them top priority (Zoller & Oliver, 2011). But, why smartphones?
A smartphone is a handheld device that integrates mobile phone capabilities with
more common features of a handheld personal computer and other functions such as
camera. Mobile phone network providers offering third generation (3G) wireless
service enable users to connect to the internet at high data speeds while on the go
(Ofcom, 2010). Kantar ComTech (Guardian, 2011) gathered data from interviewing
consumers, carrying out up to 1million interviews in Europe alone. Results indicate
that UK consumers mainly use their smartphones; to take pictures (80.7%), browse
the Internet (76.8%), send and receive emails (63.5%), play games (59.6%), social
network (59.3%), use navigation systems (54.2%) and download / use apps (49.10%)
(Guardian, 2011).
The case with smartphones is that these encompass both online and mobile
advertising. Unlike pre-3G mobile phones, smartphones benefit from high-resolution
5

Pre-3G phones with resources and features less than those of a smartphone
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display touchscreens and web browser capabilities and can therefore, handle larger,
more visually rich adverts than other mobile phones with fewer resources (MMA,
2011). Furthermore, tracking techniques using radio signals with the mobile service
provider network and GPS6 allow advertisers to target adverts and information
tailored to user’s location (IAB, 2008).
In the UK, out of the total mobile phone user population 36.9% own a
smartphone (Guardian, 2011). Global Consumer Insight Director for Kantar
ComTech, further predicts that, "With 63% of British consumers still owning a nonsmartphone, future growth lies with upgrading customers.” (Guardian, 2011). This
represents a big potential market for tailored advertising – however, how will
consumers respond to such adverts? The various aspects of advertising using
smartphones could not only attract advertisers’ investment attention but could also be
the cause for concerns amongst consumers. As of yet, there has been no research
conducted to investigate consumers perceptions of tailored adverts in the context of
smartphones; however, there has been research exploring consumer perceptions of
online advertising and mobile advertising. Therefore, to understand some of the
possible implications of smartphone tailored advertising, online and mobile
advertising research will now be reviewed.

6

Global Positioning System
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2.2

Existing Research on Consumer Perceptions
2.2.1

Online Tailored Advertising

Advertisers suggest that tailored advertising can benefit consumers because they
can receive adverts tailored to their interests (IAB Europe, 2010). Adverts also allow
customers to make use of Internet services at a reduced cost. IAB estimates that
participants were only prepared to pay one-sixth of the total surplus gained to avoid
advertising and personal information-usage nuisance (IAB Europe, 2010). However,
in order to receive such benefits, users are forced to give up their privacy.
There is no hard definition of privacy, because individuals differ in terms of what
they perceive as ‘private’ (Adams, 1999). According to Adams’ Privacy Model
(1999), technology users’ perception of privacy depends on: 1) the sensitivity of the
information being disclosed; 2) the information receiver; and 3) the usage of the
information. The sensitivity of information depends on the individual’s subjective
view and on how others will use information about them. If an individual perceives
that disclosing information will in turn be beneficial then perception of privacy
invasion is reduced. Adams (2000) also suggests that disclosing information depends
on trust that the information receiver would not misuse the information being
disclosed or render a disservice back to the user (Adams, 2000).
A recent example of a privacy invasion happened in 2004, when in providing
large email accounts for free, Gmail created and displayed tailored adverts based on
the content of the user’s incoming and outgoing email messages (Zarsky, 2006). This
caused a public outcry since users believed privacy security was breached; user’s
privacy risk heightened and trust in the service provider was compromised.
Eventually, business resumed as usual once users were reassured that in scanning
- 15 -

content neither the author nor the recipient of the messages could be identified
(Zarsky, 2006). This example suggests that people were not willing to make a tradeoff between the benefit (large email account for free) and costs (privacy of email
content) since they had concerns about the information receiver.
A study (Turow et al., 2009) recruited 1,000 adult American consumers to
participate in a phone-based interview survey. Results suggest that the consumers’
reject online tailored advertising because of privacy concerns. Participants were
asked whether or not they want websites they visited to show adverts, discounts and
news tailored to their interests, respectively. The percentages for saying ‘no’ to
tailored adverts, discounts and news were 66%, 49% and 57%, respectively.
Subsequently, participants were told how marketers ‘often use technologies to follow
the websites you visit and content you look at in order to better customize ads’. After
which, participants were asked whether they want adverts/discounts/news tailored to
what they did; on the website they were visiting, on other websites they visited and
offline that is, their activity in stores. Percentages for not wanting tailored advertising
increased substantially; from 66% a total of 84% did not want tailored adverts ‘based
on following what you did on other websites you visited.’ (Turow et al., 2009).
In this study however, participants were not made to think or perceive benefits
gained from tailored advertising for example, had they ever taken advantage of a
discount which was being displayed in the advert? Or asked about the Internet
services they benefit from when using advert-funded websites (Zoller & Oliver,
2011). Furthermore, a limitation with a survey research is that it might not reflect
real life behaviour.
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2.2.2

Mobile Advertising

Existing literature suggests that perceived value is related to acceptance of
adverts. Katz et al. (as citied in Bauer et al., 2005) explains the concept on a use-andgratification approach; consumers’ perceive value on the extent to which the advert
meets their needs and use this to decide whether or not to accept an advert. An online
survey completed by 1,028 respondents and analysed using structural equation
modelling, perceived utility was found to be positively related to attitudes towards
mobile marketing and the intention to use the service (Bauer et al., 2005). So that for
example, if needs for strengthening existing knowledge and understanding are met,
the greater the chances of adverts being accepted since information utility gained
from mobile marketing is perceived to be high. However, a limitation with using an
online questionnaire survey is that it might not reflect actual behaviour.
Barwise and Strong (2002) explored the effectiveness of sending adverts in the
form of text messages (SMS) to 1,000 young adults (16-30 years) based in Greater
London. Profiling information was collected from each participant before the study
started which included, demographic information, interests such as type of music and
newspapers. This helped to distribute the 35 different types of adverts which ranged
from brand-building, special offers, teasers, competitions, poll votes to product
information. Participants response to the effectiveness of the adverts and reactions to
the experience was captured through 500 interviews carried out at various stages
along the study. Results show more than half of the participants rated the service as
‘satisfactory’. In terms of the advertising effectiveness of the trial study 69% of
participants recalled 11 out of the 21 advertised brands and 63% claimed to have
responded to the interactive ones (for e.g. competitions) (Barwise & Strong, 2002).
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Despite successful results from the trial study, certain factors could have affected
the overall positive response. Participants were not asked to respond to each advert
so the overall response to the content of the adverts (for e.g. personal relevance) and
the behaviour action to the text message (viewing, reading, replying and deleting)
was self-reported during the interviews. Furthermore, the study did not test for
tailoring adverts to participants’ location at the time.
In an attempt to study the perceived value for the cost of trading in personal and
location-based information, Unni and Harmon (2007) asked participants to rate
statements about privacy concerns, behaviour intentions, perceived benefit and value
after being described different location-based mobile scenarios. Participants, who
were undergraduate students from an American university, were split into groups.
One group were told that when on location they would receive adverts tailored to
their location about pre-selected product brands while another group were told they
would receive promotions, instead of adverts. The two groups were further split
between push type of advertising; whereby participants were told they would be
alerted by messages (either adverts or promotions) and pull type of advertising; in
which participants were told they would receive the messages only upon their
explicit request. Results from the ratings given suggest that pull advertising was
better received than push advertising. According to Unni and Harmon (2007), push
was perceived to be more intrusive than pull since this type of service was not
requested in advance. However, overall results from all 4 groups suggest that value
and benefit perceptions of such a location-based service as well as intentions to try it
were low, while privacy concerns related to location tracking data were high (Unni &
Harmon, 2007). This study however, was not experience based unlike the previous
(Barwise & Strong, 2002) which could have therefore, yielded different results.
- 18 -

Another descriptive scenario based study was carried out by Motorola Applied
Research Centre (Zhang et al. 2010). Twenty-five participants; 14 female and 11
male, between the ages of 18 and 45 years were invited for a focus group. Three
descriptive scenarios were presented to all participants; ‘providing adverts and
coupons to a mobile device based on shopping behaviours’, ‘delivering adverts to a
mobile device based on location and online activities’ and ‘TV adverts based on
viewing patterns.’ In support of Barwise and Strong’s study (2002), the importance
of being targeted with personally relevant adverts was also key finding from this
study. Furthermore, mobile adverts tailored to participant’s location were of equal
importance. Similar, to Unni and Harmon’s study (2007) privacy concern of one’s
location being tracked was also raised. Another issue raised by the focus group, was
perceived irritancy caused by the number and frequency of adverts received on one’s
phone (Zhang et al. 2010).

2.2.3

Other Related Literature

Related literature which could be useful in this topic is that about
recommendation systems. Interviews and a focus group were carried out with the aim
to draw aspects which are of importance to consumers when seeking advice before
purchase (Bonhard & Sasse, 2006). Participants included 44 female and male
students as well as professionals between the ages of 19 and 35 years. Results
suggest that the success of recommendation systems is based on users’ trust in what
is being recommended. Furthermore, trust depends on the user understanding why
certain items are being recommended as well as the user knowing the recommender
and the latter knowing and sharing the user’s tastes (Bonhard & Sasse, 2006). This
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also suggests that knowledge of how a system produces recommendations is not
enough for consumers to accept online adverts, since these need to be based on other
users’ that is, real people’s recommendations.

Conclusion
The recent emergence of the smartphone and its key features make it an attractive
marketing and selling medium for advertisers. However, as of yet, no research has
been conducted to understand consumers’ perception of online tailored advertising
while browsing on their personal smartphones and less so of the other new forms of
mobile advertising.
As existing literature suggests, consumers perceive benefit and cost with both
online and mobile advertising. Benefits include ‘free’ (ad-funded) Internet Services
(IAB Europe, 2010) and tailored text messages (Barwise & Strong, 2002) while
perceived costs include disclosing personal location information (Unni & Harmon,
2007) and privacy invasion (Zhang et al., 2010). Both of which could apply to
smartphone users but also differ. The methodology used for the studies discussed in
this chapter carry advantages and limitations. Using rating statements and selfreporting techniques such as online surveys and interviews might not be the best
methods since what consumers say they do or would do in terms of accepting or
rejecting adverts, could differ from their actual behaviour.
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Building on the discussion about existing literature, the research questions for this
dissertation are;
1. What are the benefits and costs that consumers perceive for smartphone
tailored advertising?
2. Do consumers accept or reject smartphone tailored adverts, and what are
their reasons why?
The main reason for exploring these questions is to gain initial insight into an area
not yet studied. Two studies were conducted to answer these questions: Study One;
an in-lab scenario-based study and Study Two; an out-of-lab advertising experience
study. These are described in the subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 3.

STUDY ONE

With the aim of understanding benefits and costs consumers’ perceive for
smartphone tailored advertising, Study One explores two forms of smartphone
tailored adverts; adverts displayed while conducting a web search using a
smartphone (pull) and adverts received on the phone that are not requested by the
user (push). Reasons for exploring these two scenarios were to try to understand the
effect of mobile advertising and online advertising for smartphone users.
To explore this topic, a scenario-based interview study was conducted.
Participants were presented with descriptive concept scenarios, an approach similar
to that adopted by two studies as discussed in the previous chapter (Unni & Harmon,
2007; Zhang et al., 2010). Furthermore, participants were also presented with digital
visuals of the adverts to help perceive potential benefits. Finally and being a new
topic, the qualitative data capturing approach of interviewing was used so the
researcher was able to collect rich data about participants’ responses.
This Chapter describes the methodology and findings obtained from Study One
and concludes with the objectives for Study Two (Chapter 4).

3.1

Methodology
3.1.1

Design

There were two independent variables: a pull promotion and a push advert.
During a face-to-face interview, participants were presented with both scenarios and
a digital visual of the relevant advert. Questions were asked to capture qualitative
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dependent variables, which included their intentional behaviour or reaction to the
displayed advert, and thoughts around use of their online profiles (for example,
Facebook) and personal information (e.g. student status, location data) for
advertising purposes.

3.1.2

Participants

Eight MSc HCI-E students from UCL Interaction Centre (UCLIC) were recruited
via an opportunity sample; four female and four male between the ages of 28 and 38
years (M = 31.5, SD = 5.15). Three were overseas students that had been living in
London for the past seven months while 5 were British and had lived in London for
most of their lives. All participants have smartphones: 4 own an iPhone and 4 an
Android. They had been using their smartphones for an average time of 10 months;
main uses were to text, email, browse the internet, play games, download and interact
with apps and occasionally search for items. All participants had experience of
shopping online and in central parts of London.

3.1.3

Apparatus & Materials

Digital Wireframes
Digital wireframes (screen mock-ups)7 of push and pull adverts were created
using wireframing software, Balsamiq. The wireframes were based on similar
structure and layout of e-vouchers as used by apps such as, Groupons and
Vouchercloud. Wireframes were produced in digital format for display on an iPhone
screen.

7

a page schematic used as a visual guide to represent the framework of a mobile advert
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The pull wireframe showed a list of camera shops within the vicinity which could be
sorted by distance and price (Figure 1). Clicking on the ‘See Ad’ button next to the
listed result, led participants to another wireframe. This displayed an advert for the
camera being sold at a discount by one of the stores listed in the search results
(Figure 2). The advert included an image and details of the product, a location map
showing directions and distance away from the store and click-to-buy buttons.

Figure 1: the search results for the camera
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Figure 2: the advert for the camera

The push wirefame showed an advert of a new cafe latte from a nearby Starbucks.
This advert included similar components to the pull advert (Figure 3).

Figure 3: the ‘push’ ad for Starbucks’ new latte

The wireframes were presented to each participant on the screen interface of the
researcher’s smartphone. Neither wireframe was clickable with the exception of the
‘See Ad’ buttons in the search results list (see Figure 1).
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Interview Protocol
An interview protocol was developed (Appendix B for the full list of questions).
The protocol included the following:



Introductory Questions were asked about the participants’ shopping

behaviour and their use of smartphone for searching and location sharing purposes.



Pull Scenario Participants were given the scenario of shopping for a specific

camera on a popular shopping road in London (Appendix B Scenario 1) and asked
questions about: 1) the usefulness of searching for the camera on location using their
smartphone; 2) how they would feel if they viewed the pull advert (Figure 2); 3) how
they would feel if the item search results had been tailored to their personal online
profile information and behavioural activity, as well as location (Appendix B
Scenario 2).



Push Scenario Participants were given the scenario of being on their way to

meet friends (Appendix B Scenario 3) and asked questions about: 1) how they would
feel about receiving push adverts in that instance; 2) how they would feel if they
viewed the push advert (Figure 3); and 3) their thoughts about the context in which it
is acceptable for their online profile information and behavioural activity to be used
for the purpose of sending tailored adverts to their smartphone (Appendix B Scenario
4).
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Concluding Questions these were asked to capture preference for pull vs.

push type of adverts and tailored vs. non-tailored adverts (See Appendix B Section
5).

Other Materials
A consent form was created so that all participants were informed about the
subject matter and what the study would entail before taking part (Appendix A). An
audio MP3 recorder was used to record the interviews.

3.1.4

Procedure

Semi-structured interviews were conducted in a room at UCL. At the start, each
participant was introduced to the study and signed a consent form. Then they were
asked questions about their shopping behaviour, smartphone use, and their reactions
to several push and pull scenarios - which involved viewing wireframes on the
researcher’s phone. Each interview was audio recorded and lasted for approximately
45 minutes. At the end of the interview, the participant was thanked for their
participation and debriefed.

3.1.5

Analysis

Interview recordings were transcribed. The analysis of the data took a thematic
approach based on the most frequently mentioned or most fundamentally pronounced
benefits and issues as raised by participants (Cairns & Cox, 2008).
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3.2

Findings
3.2.1

Context Scenarios

Five participants expressed advantages in conducting a search on their
smartphone when in context and were pleased to see the search results wireframe
(Figure 1) meet their expectations in providing them with distance away from the
stores selling the camera at the cheapest prices.
When asked to click on ‘See Ad’ in the search results wirefame, all participants
were surprised to see that the advert provided them with enough information to
support them in the buying process.

The most-mentioned components being; the

image of the camera model they were searching for, the map showing location and
directions to the store, the original and discounted price and the perceived ability to
click for more details (see Figure 2). All participants said they would purchase the
camera in store rather than via the phone.
In the push scenario, all participants said they would have most likely viewed an
incoming advert message however, 2 participants said they would have then
probably deleted it immediately. Four participants said they might have reacted
favourably if the content was relevant to them and their situation while 2 participants
admitted that their response would have depended on their mood at the time.
When participants were shown the wireframe of the Starbucks’ coffee advert (see
Figure 3) once again the main components that is, image, content and map were well
received however, only 4 participants said they might have been tempted by the
advert. A couple of participants said they might have called or forwarded the advert
in a text message to their friends to arrange to meet at Starbucks while 2 other
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participants said they could have used it to ‘order’ a coffee on their way to work
during morning rush hour to avoid queuing. Finally, all participants said that they
would have been more incentivised if the advert carried an offer or a discount rather
than just presenting them with information about and how to obtain the latte.

3.2.2

Personal Relevance

Four participants said they would have ignored or deleted similar adverts to that
of Starbucks, thinking these would have been irrelevant to them unless however, they
had pre-registered or subscribed to receive alerts from their favourite products or
brands.
When told about the scenarios in which adverts displayed in search results and
those sent to their phone were tailored to their online profiles including Google and
Facebook, a few participants could perceive some benefit while others not as much.
Five participants said it might be useful if their interests and preferences as saved in
their online profiles, were to be used to tailor adverts. Two participants thought it
would also be useful if ‘the system’ knew what their Likes8 on Facebook were. P2
said that while information such as gender and personal interests would be useful,
she would not like to be presented with “stereotypical adverts”;
“Gender is ok, I’m ok about using info about my interests
rather than info that is broad e.g. ‘you are over 25-year
old woman so you need anti-wrinkle cream’” P2

8

These are fan pages on Facebook used to show preference towards particular brands,
products, events etc
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Three participants suggested they would prefer if adverts were tailored around
their lifestyle for e.g. food adverts sent around lunch and dinner time and drinking
places such as, bars and pubs sent later in the day or late at night.

3.2.3

Privacy Concerns

All participants were well aware that they were being displayed adverts tailored
to their online activity while browsing different websites. Four participants felt that
they could do nothing about it, while 2 participants were annoyed that such adverts
presented them with items they already purchased. The rest of the participants
thought it was “bad” for their personal data to be used for advertising purposes
without their permission. None of the participants perceived any distinction between
adverts seen while web browsing on their PC and those while browsing using their
smartphone.
While none of the participants raised any concerns about their location being
identified in the pull (camera) scenario, this was not so with the push scenario. Four
participants were uncomfortable at the thought of being “followed” even if the
advertiser had to be a “well-known company such as Google.” (P3). P8 said that; “if
it’s (advert) tailored to where I am it’s a bit stalkish” and to avoid being tracked
would “turn off” the service or the location services setting on her phone. On the
other hand, 3 participants could see how it could be useful receiving location-based
adverts;
“In general I would not like Google to know where I am
but in the context of being out in the street .... I think
getting ads on my smartphone makes more sense than
searching...” P3
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Four participants raised concerns about the quantity and frequency of receiving
tailored push adverts on their smartphone, which made them feel like they were
“being bombarded.” This concern was raised due to the likelihood of a number of
adverts received at the same time when passing by a line of coffee shops located on
the same street. Finally, all 8 participants expressed the need to be in control of what
and when adverts are being sent to them while 4 participants wanted the ability to
opt-out or “turn the service off” at their convenience.

3.3

Discussion

Overall, all 8 participants preferred pull over the push types of adverts based on the
perceived benefit; participants did not perceive as much benefit from the push mobile
adverts. Furthermore, push adverts raised concerns about personal location being
tracked and irritancy caused by the perceived high quantity and frequency at which
location-based adverts could be sent to their smartphones.
These findings support past research in that certain factors affect consumers’
willingness to adopt and use a push mobile advertising service, these include
perceived utility gained from tailoring adverts (Bauer et al., 2005; Barwise & Strong,
2002) and perceived cost in disclosing personal information including location (Unni
& Harmon, 2007) and privacy invasion (Zhang et al., 2010). These findings also go
beyond past research (Turow et al, 2009) by suggesting that tailored online adverts
are more likely to be accepted when browsing the web using smartphones.
A limitation of Study One is that participants had to use their imagination to
perceive costs and benefits from the adverts as presented in the fictitious descriptive
scenarios. Furthermore, their imagined response to the advert might not have been
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the same as how they would have actually responded in a real life scenario. As
discussed in the Literature Review, this was a limitation with most previous research;
descriptive scenarios used to rate statements (Unni & Harmon 2007) and those used
to raise discussion in focus groups (Zhang et al., 2010). In the light of this limitation,
Study Two was carried out in situ similarly to that as conducted by Barwise and
Strong, (2002). Methodology and findings from Study Two are presented in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 4.

STUDY TWO

Building upon Study One, Study Two aimed to explore consumers’ perceptions
in an out-of-lab experience study however, due to resource and time limitations for
this dissertation, only one scenario was chosen. Despite Study One suggesting that
pull is preferred over push, we decided to focus on push adverts. A reason for this
was that as discussed, existing research suggests that marketers still invest in SMS
based advertising and less so in mobile search advertising (Zoller & Oliver, 2011).
Therefore, further research on consumers’ perception of this type of advertising is
required. Secondly, there is a lack of experienced-based researches in push mobile
advertising and none at all involving smartphone users. Finally, the aim of
conducting an experience study was; to confirm perceptions as resulted from Study
One and identify factors which make consumers accept or reject push adverts in
context.
This Chapter describes the objectives of this study, methodology and findings.
Discussion of Study Two findings is presented in the following chapter, Chapter 5.

4.1

Background

Barwise and Strong (2002) is a good example of an experience study, through
which participants were able to perceive benefit from a push mobile advertising
service. By obtaining permission in advance to capture and use personal information
such as interests, participants were sent 3 tailored adverts (text messages) a day for 6
weeks. Overall responses to adverts were captured by interviews which were carried
out along the course of the experiment study – participants were not required to
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interact with each advert. Similarly, in Study Two prior permission was obtained to
use participants’ personal information and location data as captured during the
experiment. Participants in Study Two also received text messages these however,
contained a link to webpage-styled advert (similar to the wireframes used in Study
One), which were not restricted to 160-characters and included imagery.
Participants’ reaction to adverts was captured by interacting with each advert. This
was done by choosing and clicking a button indicating the most likely buying
response to the advert.
Other key differences to Barwise and Strong’s (2002) study are the number and
type of participants. Instead of 1,000 mobile phone users between the ages of 16-30
years and different to Study One, 20 professional workers with smartphones were
recruited for Study Two. Unlike students, these types of people have disposable
income to spend but also busy lives to contend with. Also, in Study Two participants
were not told the amount of advert messages they would receive in a day (which was
4) or throughout the whole experiment. The latter took place over 5 days only.
Another difference was in the type and structure of the incentives given to
participants. Participants in Barwise and Strong’s (2002) study received 5p with
every receipt which totalled to £10 (inclusive of £5 at sign up) worth of vouchers by
the end of the trial study. In Study Two, participants were told that they will be given
a £25 Amazon voucher once the study was over.
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4.2

Hypotheses

As discussed in the Literature Review, consumers’ perceive value on the extent to
which the advert meets their needs and use this to decide whether to accept an advert
or not (Bauer et al., 2005). This in turn, affects the attitude towards mobile marketing
and consequently determines the behavioural intention to use the service.
In light of this, the following is being predicted:
H1

Ratings of perceived value from the service will be positively correlated with
the number of ‘yes’ responses for push adverts

H2

Ratings of perceived value from the service will be positively correlated with
ratings of being willing to sign-up for the service

H3

Ratings of perceived value from the service will be positively correlated with
ratings of feeling comfortable receiving push adverts

H4

Ratings of perceived value from the service will be positively correlated with
ratings of feeling comfortable sharing one’s personal information (interests,
pastimes and location).
In Barwise & Strong’s study (2002) participants were sent mixed types of adverts

which included brand-building and special offers amongst others. In this study only
two types of adverts were sent; informative and discounts.

Existing research

suggests that there is no significance between advertising and promotion types of
adverts in location-based mobile advertising (Unni & Harmon, 2007). However, in
Study One all participants said that they would be more inclined to respond
favourably to advert messages which included a discount or an offer.
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In this study, it was therefore predicted that given the distinction in the content of
the advert:
H5

The Discounts Group will have more ‘yes’ responses to the service than the
Adverts Group

H6

The Discounts Group will give higher ratings for perceived value from the
service than the Adverts Group

H7

The Discounts Group will give higher ratings for feeling comfortable sharing
their personal information (interests, pastimes and location) and for receiving
push adverts than the Adverts Group

H8

The Discounts Group will give higher ratings for being willing to sign-up for
the service than the Adverts Group.

As well as advert content, there were likely to be a number of other factors that
affect a person’s decision of whether to accept or reject an advert. Study One has
already given an indication of some of these factors which include mood, context and
irritation from the quantity and frequency of adverts received on their phone.
Therefore, another aim for Study Two was to identify other factors, using
questionnaires and interviews.
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4.3

Methodology

4.3.1

Design

A between groups experience-based study was designed to measure the effect of
the independent variable that is, the content of the advert message. Twenty
participants were split between two conditions; discounts (Discounts Group) and
adverts (Adverts Group).

There were several dependent variables:
1) on receiving each advert, participants were asked whether or not they would
consider buying or taking the offer (response type: yes, no, maybe or ‘ignored’ for no
response)
2) on receiving each advert, participants were asked to choose a reason for the
initial response
3) at the end of the study, participants filled in a questionnaire rating perceived
value, willingness to sign and feeling comfortable in sharing personal information
and receiving adverts.
Also phone interviews were carried out to capture participants’ views and
thoughts about the whole experience.
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4.3.2

Participants

Different to Study One, professional workers with smartphones were recruited to
participate in this study. Recruitment process was made verbally and by sending
emails to friends, fellow professionals in communities, associations and previous
working colleagues. The first 20 people who were willing to participant, fit the
criteria for the study and signed the consent form were randomly selected for each
condition.
There was an equal split between female and male participants in the Adverts
Group and 6 female and 4 male in Discounts Group. The age in both groups ranged
from 27 and 41 years. All participants work and live and therefore spend most of
their time in various regions around London (West, East, Central, North and South).
Participants’ are employed professionals in the Digital and IT industry.

All

participants are experienced smartphone users and at the time of the experiment had
on average owned one for a year. The smartphone type split was 15 iPhone and 5
Android. All participants have at some point or other used their smartphones to
browse the internet and with the exception of 4 had experience with using mobile
location services or apps.
Ethics
The study was carried out in accordance to the ethics committee guidelines. All
participants were informed about the subject matter and what the study would entail
before signing the Consent Form (Appendix C) in accordance to Data Protection
1988. In the process of collected, analysing and reporting the data for this study,
participants’ identities were protected at all times.
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4.3.3

Apparatus & Materials

Participant Questionnaires
Two online questionnaires were created, sent and completed by all 20
participants. The objective of the pre-experiment questionnaire was to capture
participants’ demographic details, smartphone type and service usage, personal
interests, pastimes, activities and most-frequented locations in London to be able to
tailor the adverts accordingly. Participants were also asked to rate the level of
comfort in sharing personal information including location and for receiving advert
messages on their phone. Ratings were captured using a Likert Scale (1Strongly
Disagree to 7 Strongly Agree) (See Appendix D for the full questionnaire).
Intentional responses and reasons for each advert were captured by the System
Application (See Appendix E: In-Experiment Questions, which includes all answer
options).
The aim of the post-experiment questionnaire was to capture participants’ ratings
of perceived value obtained from the service and that obtained from sharing personal
interests and pastimes, allowing location to be known by the system and for
receiving adverts on the phone. Participants were also asked to rate their willingness
to sign up for the service and again rate the same set of statements about feeling
comfortable in sharing personal interests and pastimes, location and for receiving
adverts on their phone. (See Appendix F for the full questionnaire).
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System Application
In User Centred Design, the approach taken by this experience experiment is
known as Wizard of Oz which is a prototype mock up of the functions of a service
which appears to the user to be a functioning system (Reilly et al., 2005). The
‘wizards’ behind-the-scenes are the facilitators of the experiment making the system
functional so that it appears to the user to be a functioning system (Reilly et al.,
2005).
A web-based desktop system application hosted on UCL server was developed by
a UCL Bachelor in Computer Science graduate. The purpose of the application was
to help the wizards create adverts and view responses.

The latter included

participants’ location in London. This allowed the wizards9 to create new adverts
which were relevant to participants’ location at time of the previous advert response
as well as personal information as captured by the pre-experiment questionnaire. The
key distinction was in the content of the advert so that those sent to the Adverts
Group were of the informative type whereas those sent to the Discounts Group were
of a discount nature.
The following summarises the capabilities the system provided the wizards and
how each was used;


Advert templates suitable for smartphone touchscreen display size and
interface, were built into the system. Wizards were then able to populate these
with the appropriate content. The structure used for these templates was based

9

The wizards for Study Two was the undersigned researcher and the BSc Computer Science
student who developed the system to run the experiment
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on the wireframes produced for Study One. Figures 1 and 2 show samples of
adverts sent to Adverts and Discounts Groups, accordingly.

Figure 1: a typical informative advert



Figure 2: a typical discount advert

Once an advert was created, the system would produce a web link; the
wizards would place this within a text message, which was a brief of the
advert. This was then sent to the participant’s phone number using Skype10.



The system was programmed with a time limit of an hour for viewing and
responding to each advert. This was activated by the wizards just before each
text message was sent.



The system provided the capability to view participants’ location through an
in-built Google Maps application. Location however, was only visible once
participants chose ‘ok’ to ‘allow location data to be shared with the system.’
This was presented in the form of a question when participants clicked the

10

A voice and text message over Internet Protocol service
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web link to view the advert in their mobile web browser. Location data was
then used by the wizards to prepare and create subsequent location-based
adverts as shown in Figures 1 and 2 (See Appendix H Section 2.0 for details
on Viewing Responses & Location).

Data collected throughout the experiment by the system, was stored then downloaded
for analysis from the UCL server. Further details of the system and its functions are
found in Appendix H.

4.3.4

Procedure

On signing the Consent Form, each participant received a pre-experiment
questionnaire. Participants were told they were signing up for ‘The Advertiser /
Discounter Service’ which system automatically collected adverts / discounts from
third party retailers, outlets and advertisers and using the information collected from
the questionnaire would send them tailored matches to their phones at appropriate
times. Information collected from the pre-experiment questionnaire, helped in the
content preparation of the adverts in advance of the experiment (See Appendix H
Section 3.0 for details on how adverts were created).
A pilot study and a trial run were performed before the experiment took place.
The trial run uncovered technical issues with two types of smartphones; Blackberry
and Nokia. To this effect 3 participants were replaced with iPhone and Android users
(Appendix H Section 1.0: Pilot Study and Section 2.0: Trial Run).
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Adverts were sent to both groups everyday for 5 consecutive days which included
3 weekdays (Wednesday, Thursday and Friday) and the weekend. Both groups
participated in the experiment within the same period that is, 6th to 10th July 2011.
This reduced the impact of external confounds such as, advertising different events
happening in London. There were a total of 20 trials for each participant; 4 adverts
sent on each day of the experiment. These were randomly sent during various
intervals of the day; morning, lunchtime, afternoon and evening. (See also Appendix
H Section 5.0: Advert Sending Process)
Participants were instructed; to view messages from ‘mobileads1’ upon delivery,
click the web link to view the advert, choose ‘allow’ to share location with the
sender, view the advert which opened in their phone’s web browser and reply to the
two questions as presented by clicking the applicable buttons. None of the
participants were neither told the number of adverts they would receive every day
nor throughout the entire experiment. Participants were also not told about the one
hour time limit in which to view and respond to the advert.
Responses from the experiment and ratings given were collated for each
participant and used to structure a one-to-one phone interview (see Appendix G for
the Phone Interview Protocol). Nineteen11 interviews of around 15 minutes each
were carried out during the course of a week after the experiment. Interviews were
recorded using an MP3 digital recorder12 for transcription and analysis purposes.
The interviews captured participants’ thoughts and feelings about the experience,
reasons for accepting or rejecting adverts and explanations for the ratings given to
the statements as provided in the post-experiment questionnaire.
11

One participant dropped out of the study
All conversations were recorded successfully except for P8 from the Adverts Group due to a
technical problem
12
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4.4

Findings

Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected and analysed.
4.4.1

Demographics

There were 20 participants who were split between the two conditions; the
Adverts Group and the Discounts Group. The average age between the two groups
was 32.5 years and the age in both groups ranged between 27 and 41 years (M =
32.4, SD = 4.92). There was an equal gender split in the Adverts Group; 5 male and 5
female; males aged 28 to 40 years (M = 32.4, SD = 4.56) and females aged 27 to 41
years (M = 32.8, SD = 6.42). There were 4 male and 6 female in the Discounts
Group; males aged 28 to 41 years (M = 34.25, SD = 6.70) and females aged 28 to 36
years (M = 30.83, SD = 3.13).

4.4.2

Quantitative Findings

The quantitative findings will be discussed in the following order: 1) response
rate received to the total number of adverts sent; 2) perceived value correlations (all
participants); and 3) adverts versus discounts. All quantitative data were statistically
analysed using SPSS 1713. Due to the small sample size, non-parametric tests were
used.

13

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 17
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Response Rate & Type
Total number of messages sent was 407. Advert messages sent to each group;
Adverts Group 202 and Discounts Group 205. The extra 7 adverts amongst the two
groups were either sent to the wrong participant for e.g. P8_disc instead of P8_ads or
sent twice to the same participant. These were removed from result analysis and
reporting.
None of the participants had issues with the way the survey was conducted which
required them to choose and click a button to reply to the two questions
accompanying each advert.
The Adverts Group responded to 143 adverts while the Discounts Group
responded to 122 out of the total number of adverts sent, that is, 200 for each group.
Table 1 shows the percentage response rate for each Group on each day of the
experiment. The average response rate for each group was slightly higher during the
weekday than the weekend.
A possible reason for the lower response rate from the Discounts Group could
have been due to the lack of contribution from one of the participants (with only 2
responses from 20). This was mainly because of intermittent mobile service coverage
at place of work coupled with personal circumstances which occurred during the
weekend.
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Day 1 - Wednesday
Day 2 - Thursday
Day 3 - Friday
Day 4 - Saturday
Day 5 - Sunday

Discounts
Group
19%
25%
21%
17%
18%

Adverts
Group
15%
22%
23%
20%
20%

Table 1 shows the percentage daily response rate for each Group

The system could not provide a reason for the overall 35% no-response rate.
However, phone interviews revealed that participants failed to view and respond to
adverts within the time limit of an hour. This limitation was raised by 18 participants
who were presented with the warning; ‘advert has expired’ on clicking the web link
in the text message.
Out of a total of 265 responses; 79 were ‘yes’, 66 ‘maybe’ and 120 ‘no’. Once a
response was chosen participants had the opportunity to choose one reason from a
short list of options provided. Reasons were selected for 98% of the total number of
responses. The Adverts Group based their responses to the first question for e.g.
‘Would you go and buy?’ on whether the item being advertised was needed. The
Discounts Group’s on the other hand, mainly chose ‘yes’ on their judgement of the
advert providing them with a good offer. Table 2 shows the percentage split between
the reasons per response type for both groups.
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Adverts Group
Yes Total:
1. It helped me with my
buying decision14

Discounts Group
41

Yes Total:

38

24%

1. It was what I needed

37%

2. It was useful information

73%

2. It was a good offer

63%

No reason chosen
Maybe Total:
1. I needed more time to
think about it
2. Might have been useful if
I needed it
3. It was what I needed
BUT the information was
not quite enough or very
useful
4. I think I might have
found something better or
different
5. It was not close to my
current location
No reason chosen
No Total:

2%
42

No reason chosen
Maybe Total:
1. I needed more time to
think about it
2. Offer was not quite
what I needed

0%
24
33%

3. The
offer/deal/discount was
not quite attractive

8%

1. It was not what I needed
2. It was what I needed
BUT the information was
not useful or sufficient
3. I found something better
or different
4. It was out of my location
range
No reason chosen

21%
40%

17%

10%
10%
2%
60
47%

4. I might have found a
better or different
offer/deal/discount
5. It was not close to my
current location
No reason chosen
No Total:
1. It was not what I
needed
2. It wasn’t an attractive
deal/offer/discount

8%
5%
35%
5%

3. I found a better
deal/offer/discount
4. It was out of my
location range
No reason chosen

25%

13%
21%
0%
60
73%
0%
7%
15%
2%

Table 2 shows the selection of reasons chosen (by percentage) for each type of response
given to the adverts split by Group

This should have read ‘It was what I needed’. Due to a last minute change, the system failed to
update the text on this choice button.
14
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Perceived Value
A Spearman correlation test shows that the correlation between the number of
‘yes’ responses and overall perceived value obtained from the service is not
significant; r(20) = 0.30, p = 0.20. However, there is a positive and significant
correlation between perceived value and willingness to sign up for such an
advertising service; r(20) = 0.87, p < .01.
A Spearman correlation test also revealed that perceived value is significant to
ratings of feeling comfortable in receiving adverts on one’ personal phone r(20) =
0.75, p < .01. This is not the case however, with ratings of feeling comfortable with
sharing personal interests and pastimes; r(20) = 0.38, p = 0.10 and location data r(20)
= 0.10, p = 0.69.

Discounts versus Adverts
Out of the total number of responses from the two groups, participants chose ‘no’
(45%) more than ‘yes’ (30%) and ‘maybe’ (25%). Table 3, shows the number of
responses per type for each group. A Chi-Square test reveals that the type of advert
(informative or discount) does not significantly affect responses X2 (2, N = 265) =
3.38, p = 0.18.
Adverts Group

Discounts

Total

Group
Response
type:

Yes

41

38

79

Maybe

42

24

66

No

60

60

120

Total

143

122

265

Table 3 shows the number of responses per type for each Group including Total
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The Discounts Group (Mdn = 3.0) rated the statement ‘I feel I have obtained
sufficient value from receiving adverts offering discounts’ by 1 point lower than the
rating given by The Adverts Group (Mdn = 4.0) for the statement ‘I feel I have
obtained sufficient value from receiving adverts’. Table 4 shows the mean and
standard deviation for the ratings given by each Group. A Mann-Whitney test
revealed that the difference in the rating given by the two groups is not significantly
different (U = 41.0, p = 0.48).

perceived value from the service

Discounts Group

Adverts Group

Mean

3.2

3.6

Std Dev

1.2

1.5

Table 4 shows the mean and standard deviation of the ratings for perceived value from the
service for each Group

The Discounts Group rated value obtained in return for sharing personal interests
and pastimes (Mdn = 3.5) lower by 1.5 than the Adverts Group (Mdn = 5). In
allowing the system to identify their location and in so doing meeting wants and
needs, the Discounts Group (Mdn = 5) gave a higher rating by 1 point than the
Adverts Group (Mdn = 4). Table 5 shows the mean and standard deviations for each
Group. There was no difference between the Discounts Group (Mdn = 3.5) and
Adverts Group (Mdn = 3.5) for value obtained in receiving advert messages on their
phone. A Mann-Whitney test revealed that the difference was not significant for
interests; U = 37.0, p = 0.31, location U = 42.0, p = 0.53 and receiving adverts U =
47.0, p = 0.82.
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Perceived value in return
for:

Sharing

Location

Receiving

interests &

sharing

adverts on

pastimes

phone

Discounts

Mean

3.6

4.5

3.7

Group

Std Dev

1.64

1.50

2.21

Mean

4.3

4.0

3.5

Std Dev

1.42

1.82

1.78

Adverts Group

Table 5 shows the means and standard deviation of the ratings given for perceived value in
return for sharing interests and pastimes, location and received adverts on the phone for
each Group

The Discounts Group (Mdn = 2.5), were less willing to sign up for such an
advertising service by 1 point than the Adverts Group (Mdn = 3.5). Table 6 shows
the mean and standard deviation for each Group. A Mann-Whitney test revealed that
this difference is not significant (U = 40.5, p = 0.46).

Willingness to sign up for such a

Discounts Group

Adverts Group

Mean

3.0

3.5

Std Dev

1.76

1.58

service:

Table 6 shows the mean and standard deviation of ratings given by each Group for the
willingness to sign up for this service
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4.4.3

Qualitative Findings

A qualitative methodology known as Grounded Theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990)
was used to analyse the data collected from the phone interviews. Reasons chosen for
the second question for each of the adverts (see Table 3), were used as discussion
points. Open code analysis was used identify concept themes raised by participants.
This was then followed by axial coding to understand the relationship between the
codes. This coding was done by identifying the conditions which cause actions
which in turn affect the decision (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The following section
presents the grounded theory for the themes that is, factors affecting the decision
process which include context, personal relevance and location. Finally, a process
flow diagram presents the factors alongside the user journey which leads to the
acceptance or rejection of the adverts.
Participants will be referred to by number and abbreviation of the name of the
group they were in. For example, P1_disc for participant number 1 in the Discounts
Group and P2_ads for participant number 2 in Adverts Group.

Context: Time & Place
The context in which participants received adverts on their phone affected the
response given to the advert; “...quite valuable because they (adverts) are more
contextual to what you do and where you are.” P1_disc.
Seven participants expressed usefulness of receiving adverts around the same
time they would need something. This was particularly the case during weekdays
whereby participants needed to buy their coffee in the morning and food for lunch;
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“Advertising was happening a good timings along the day
like around lunch and morning so in a sense it did come at
times when I was thinking of having a meal or going for a
coffee” P3_ads.

Two participants mentioned loosing on the opportunity to take advantage of an
advert, for not having viewed it on time for e.g.; “The advert asked me; ‘do you want
a coffee?’ when I had one in my hand!” P7_disc. Another two participants said that
although adverts appealed to their need at the time they were unable to take
advantage from it being too busy with work to go out and purchase a coffee or lunch.
Eighteen participants said that on more than one occasion they were presented
with the warning ‘advert expired’ on clicking the link within the text message.
Reasons for which participants said they failed to view the advert immediately was
because they were either too busy or engaged in a meeting, while at times they failed
to realise a message was pending on their phone which generally happened when this
was set to silent.
Some adverts however, were not related to the time at which they were sent for
e.g. events and activities which happened later in the day or during the weekend.
Twelve participants said that while the adverts appealed to their interests and
pastimes they were unable to respond favourably since they had already made plans
and would have preferred if these were sent during the week to plan accordingly.
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Location
Participants’ context affected the perception of the distance relative to their
location at the time so that even if the actual location of the venue being advertised
was 0.5 miles away this was considered to be too far to venture out of the office;

“The location for some of the adverts didn’t quite work as
I would get ads for places where I work and some of these
were a good 10 minutes walk away. From my perspective
‘close’ is say 5 minutes walk away and it also depends
whether it’s a workday or the weekend, I’m generally in a
rush during the weekdays ….” P3_ads.

Five participants mentioned that distance was a key factor in deciding whether to
respond ‘yes’ to an advert or ‘no’ during working days.
Outside of work, participants had different expectations of locations being
advertised. Four participants anticipated adverts would still be in close radius of their
residential neighbourhood; “Close to home means my side of the river (south
London)” P7_ads; or promoting venues in places where they generally frequented;
“I don’t tend to come into central London from West in the weekend” P9_disc. On
the other hand, three participants did not mind the distance particularly when adverts
were highly relevant to their interests such as was in the case with sports and fashion
events;

“Sometimes the adverts were close and sometimes far
away but if there is a gig or something similar then it
would be natural that you would have to go for it even if
it’s on the other side of London” P4_disc.
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Thirteen participants raised issues with the location displayed in the adverts since
this “did not always work” which meant that the advertised location was not close to
where they were positioned at the time.

Personal Relevance
All 19 interviewed participants agreed that overall adverts were relevant to their
personal interests, pastimes and activities. Eight participants expressed elements of
surprise at how well some adverts fit their interests and needs;
“The bike shop advert was quite good and I looked them
up and yeah I found them and will actually go and that was
something I haven’t seen before...” P2_disc
Ten participants however, said that while the advert met their broader interests
these were not specific to their personal tastes, preferences or brand liking.

Content
Overall, all participants “liked” the presentation of the webpage-styled adverts as
displayed on the screens of their smartphones which included imagery and the map
however, a few issues were raised as follows:


Content detail Six participants pointed out the inability to click to obtain
further information about the event or item being advertised or “zoom in” on
the map to obtain clear directions15.

15

None of the webpage-styled adverts was interactive except for the response buttons
(reasons discussed in Chapter 5: Testing Boundaries)
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Content copy The copy of the text message was not appealing enough to 3
participants who said that at times it was not enough to make them click to
view the full advert. On the other hand, P10_disc liked the “short, informal
and chatty like” messages which “were more pleasant than an email and did
not feel machine-like, they were humanised which made them more
appealing” P10_disc.



Offers In the Discounts Group, participants had different perceptions about
the offers as presented in the adverts and as P7_disc said there was a “wide
value of offers; they varied from widely fantastic to not at all”.

Three

participants in particular said that offers were not strong enough or exclusive.
P8_disc also said that she could not tell whether the offer was a good one or
not since there was no price comparison. In the Adverts Group, 7 participants
said that they might have responded more favourably if the adverts carried an
offer.

Quantity of adverts
Five participants were surprised since they expected the experience to be
irritating when it actually was not;

“I thought it would interrupt me but then across the 5 days
it did not interrupt me as much as I thought it would”
P3_disc.
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While none of the participants remembered the exact number of adverts received
on a daily basis, 7 participants thought the amount was adequate while 6 participants
felt they received too many in a day.

Delivery Method
While none of the participants complained about the way in which the full advert
was displayed in their smartphone web browser, 9 participants raised comments
around the method in which the adverts were delivered to their phones that is, SMS.
Six participants noted that the benefits of receiving text messages was being
alerted on time when in the right place, as P5_disc summarised;
“It was a good medium, it was fine because you’re
obviously getting it (the advert) straight away based on
location so yeah it was better than email” P5_disc

On the other hand, three participants pointed out the psychological cost caused by
the same incoming advert messages. These were seen as undesirable interruptions
particularly while working or engaged in meetings.
Two participants noted more time and effort is consumed in viewing less relevant
adverts. Four participants suggested that unless the nature of the advert was urgent
they would prefer to receive an email then view it later or when required.
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The Phone as a Medium
Participants were faced with challenges of the phone being used as an advertising
medium. These were divided as follows:



Technical limitations Participants said that a possible reason for not
responding to an advert message was because they might have not received it
due to limited or lack of service network coverage; “I’ve got bad reception in
the bedroom at my house” P1_disc; “I would be on my way home on the tube
and missed them” P2_disc.



User Behaviour & Psychological Barriers User behaviour towards the
phone varies between participants. Nine participants admitted they are “are
not attached” to their phone and have a habit of leaving it unattended for e.g.,
on their desk or in another room while they are busy elsewhere. Sometimes
the same participants would turn their phone off or put it on silent for a time
period during which dismiss notification alerts particularly when busy or in a
meeting. On the other hand, three participants said that they would rather not
have their personal phone used for advertising purposes;
“it’s interesting that I noted that my phone is the only
medium where I don’t get (advert) messages and I quite
like that and would like it to continue to be so... When I get
a text message it is from someone I know or a friend and
not adverts so when I see it’s an ad I’m kind of
disappointed....” P4_ads
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Personal Attitude & Behaviour
Despite the advert appealing to their interests and in certain cases satisfying a
need, two participants admitted “not being in the mood” to act upon it and were
therefore, less receptive during the time. Another 3 participants admitted that if they
want or need something they generally would go about searching for it;

“Because I normally am not the one for special offers and
don’t subscribe to Groupon and buy stuff cause I need it
not cause there’s a special offer” P3_disc

Other Cost-Benefit Trade-offs
There was no clear distinction between concerns in sharing personal interests,
activities, pastimes and location. Six participants said they would not have a problem
in sharing their personal information and location especially since both were; “useful
and added value to the service” P6_ads. While recognising the usefulness and
benefit obtained from targeted adverts, another 6 participants remained reluctant in
sharing information with “strangers” and being observed by “big brother.”
Finally, 7 participants said that although they were becoming increasingly
comfortable with disclosing their information, they were still unsure whether they
would do so for an advertising service. The decision would lie on the ability to
control how and what of their information is used. They would also be more willing
to sign up if they knew ‘the company’ well enough to trust it with their personal
information;
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“I will definitely consider but if it was a credible company
that would run the service and is absolutely clear how to
unsubscribe like email...” P5_disc.

Flow Diagram of Factors that lead to Acceptance / Rejection of Adverts
A Grounded Theory was developed based on the relationship between the factors
which affect the decision process; from willingness to sign up for such a mobile
advertising service to accepting or rejecting adverts. This is represented in Diagram
1. The diagram outlines the consumers’ journey which starts by evaluating the costbenefit trade-offs that impact the decision to sign up for the service. Participants will
adopt the service if they know who the service provider is and whether they trust
them with using their personal information. In making use of the service, the various
stages along the path of receiving, attending and processing the content of the
adverts, could be affected by the outlined factors. Each one or a change in either
could have a direct effect on the final outcome that is, accepting or rejecting the
advert.
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Cost-Benefit Trade-Offs:
Who – is service
provider?

What – info is
being used?

How – will my
info be used?

Sign up for Push mobile
Advertising Service

Network: coverage availability

Receiving
adverts

Personal Settings: on/off, silent, etc.
Delivery Method: SMS, email, etc.
Phone: physical & personal dis/attachment

Attending
to adverts

Context: place & time
Adverts Quantity: few, many
Personal Behaviour: seeker vs. receiver

Relevance: to personal info & needs

Processing
adverts

Location: distance away from item/service
Personal Attitude: mood
Content:
-

Type: offers, brand info etc.
Description: detail
Copy & Presentation

Action decision:
accept /reject
advert
- 60 Diagram 1: a process flow diagram outlining the factors affected the user journey which leads
to the acceptance or rejection of the adverts

CHAPTER 5.

DISCUSSION

This chapter will discuss the findings of Study Two, while relating to Study One
and existing research. In the second part of this chapter advantages and limitations of
the methodology for Study Two are discussed.

5.1

Discussion of Findings from Study Two

Study Two aimed to further understand consumer perceptions of cost and benefits
for smartphone tailored advertising and factors for accepting or rejecting push
adverts when in context. This section first discusses findings from the tested
hypotheses then proceeds with discussing findings from the qualitative analysis.

5.1.1

Perceived Value in Relation to Acceptance of Adverts

In Study One, 4 out of 8 participants said they would have considered the advert
received on their phone if this was relevant to them and their context. To explore
perceived value further, four hypotheses were tested in Study Two:


H1 was not supported: ratings of perceived value for the service were not
significantly correlated with the number of ‘yes’ responses. Several of the
chosen reasons for ‘yes’ responses were related to perceived value, for e.g.
the highest-rated reason in Adverts Group was ‘it was useful information’
(73%) while the Discounts Group chose ‘it was a good offer’ (63%).
Therefore, it is possible that the lack of significance was due to the small
sample size.
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H2 was supported: the ratings of perceived value from the service were
significantly correlated with ratings of being willing to sign-up for the
service. The higher the perceived value the more willing users were to sign
up and make use of the service. This finding supports perceived value as
being positively related to attitude towards mobile marketing which
consequently determines the behavioural intention to use the service (Bauer et
al., 2005).



H3 was supported: ratings of perceived value from the service were
significantly and positively correlated with ratings of feeling comfortable in
receiving push adverts.

This supports Barwise and Strong’s study (2002)

which suggests that participants were overall satisfied with receiving tailored
text advert messages on their personal mobile phones (51% of participants
being satisfied and 42% fairly satisfied) (Barwise & Strong, 2002).



H4 was not supported: ratings of perceived value from the service were not
significantly correlated to ratings of feeling comfortable in sharing one’s
personal information including interests, pastimes and location. This suggests
other factors might affect the level of comfort in disclosing information, for
which perceived cost is higher than the perceived value obtained. Trusting
the service provider in how their personal information will be used was one
of the factors identified from the qualitative analysis. These are discussed
further in Section 5.1.3.

Overall the findings suggest that, perceived value is important because it affects
one’s level of tolerance in receiving adverts on the phone (Barwise & Strong, 2002)
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and willingness to sign up for the service (Bauer et al., 2005). On the other hand, and
as supported by past research (Unni & Harmon, 2007) perceived value may not be as
important as other factors such as, disclosing personal and location information.

5.1.2

Adverts versus Discounts

In Study One, all 8 student participants said they would be inclined to respond
more favourably to an advert on their phone if this carried an offer or a discount. To
explore perceived value between discount and information-only adverts, four
hypotheses were tested in Study Two with a group of 20 working professionals:



H5 was not supported: message content (discounts or informative only) is not
significant to the type of responses. This suggests that other factors than
monetary savings in the form of discounts, influence the decision on whether
to accept or reject the advert. This could suggest that consumers’ perceive
value in an advert to the extent that it meets needs so that, if needs are related
to strengthening information, knowledge and understanding then the higher
the perceived information utility gained from mobile marketing the greater
the chance of adverts being accepted (Bauer et al., 2005). More reasons were
identified from the qualitative findings which are discussed in Section 5.1.3.



H6 was not supported: discounts are not significant to the ratings of perceived
value from the service.

The study predicted that discounts could be a

determining factor in the decision-making since being an incentive these
would yield higher number of favourable responses. It is possible however,
that the type of participants that is, professionals had a lower desire for
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discounts than non-income earning students or discounts were not attractive
enough. On the other hand, the result is reliable since in Unni and Harmon’s
study (2007) there was no significant difference between the advertising and
promotional advert groups in terms of perceived value.



H7 was not supported: after the experiment the Discounts Group did not give
higher ratings for feeling comfortable sharing their personal information
including location and receiving adverts on their phone than the Adverts
Group. Similarly, Unni and Harmon’s research (2007) indicates that both
promotional and advertising groups rated the overall value perception from
location-based mobile advertising low and privacy concerns relating to
location data high (Unni & Harmon, 2007).



H8 was not supported: the Discounts Group did not give higher ratings of
willingness to sign up for the service than the Adverts Group. Similar
findings have been suggested by Unni and Harmon (2007) in that there were
no significant differences between promotional and advertising groups in
terms of intention to sign up for the service. This suggests that other factors
influence willingness to sign up for such a service. These are discussed in
Section 5.1.3 and include personal relevance and context.

In conclusion, in support of existing research (Unni & Harmon, 2007) findings
suggest that, perceived value and willingness to sign are not determinants of
promotional discounts. Furthermore, findings support evidence which suggests that
perceived value from a push mobile advertising service promoting discounts or not,
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is low while perceived cost in disclosing personal information including location is
high (Unni & Harmon, 2007).

5.1.3

Factors Affecting Perception & Reasons for Responses

As a result of the analysis of the qualitative data in Study Two, a grounded theory
was developed. The grounded theory revealed the following factors that affect
participants’ perceptions of smartphone tailored advertising and reasons for
accepting or rejecting push adverts:



Information Trade-off



Location Relevance



Personal Relevance



Time Sensitivity



Quantity of Adverts



Advert Content

In perceiving value from such a push mobile advertising service, 6 participants
said they would not have a problem in disclosing their personal information
including location. This supports Adams’ Privacy Model (Adams, 1999) which
suggests a contextual experiment, enables users to make a rationalised trade-off
based on a cost-benefit evaluation; privacy concerns (cost) vs. perceived value
(benefit).
Six other participants however, despite perceiving some value were still unsure or
not as comfortable to disclose their information which suggests that in going through
a cost-benefit evaluation, benefits had not offset cost.
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Seven participants clearly based their decision on whether to sign up for such a
service on wanting to know who the service provider was and whether they could
trust the provider with their information and the way this would be used. Adams
(2000) suggests that irrespective whether the relationship between users and the
information receiver is an intimate one, trust is a determinant of information
disclosure. Should users perceive that disclosing information would not cost them a
disservice or risk data misuse, than users would be more willing to disclose their
information (Adams, 1999). Finally, the experiment made 3 participants realise that
they would not like their personal phone become an advertising medium. As Adams
(1999), further suggests potential privacy invasions could be produced given new
knowledge from an experience in context.
Participants expected the system to advertise items and services within close
proximity in return for disclosing their location throughout the entire experiment.
Out of the total rejected (‘no’ and ‘maybe’) responses 15% were either because ‘It
was not close to my current location’ or ‘it was out of my location range’. This
suggests that perceived value was negatively related to perceived distance of the
advertised items or services. The Motorola Research study, (Zhang et al., 2010)
indicates that participants’ mean Likert rating was a high of 3.72 (Strong disagree 1
to Strongly Agree 5) for perceived usefulness of receiving mobile adverts based on
physical location at the time which therefore, suggests the more relevant advertising
is to one’s physical location the higher the perceived usefulness.
All participants agreed that adverts were personally relevant since in general
these met their “broader interests” as disclosed before the experiment. However,
value was perceived to be higher for more relevant rather than less or irrelevant
adverts. The Motorola Research study (Zhang et al., 2010), also suggests that
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participants rated usefulness of receiving adverts based on personal information (M =
3.16) similar to location (M = 3.72). Barwise and Strong (2002) further suggest that
consumers expect adverts to be highly relevant to them given the nature of the
mobile phone compared to other media (Barwise & Strong, 2002).
Participants in both groups perceived value in the usefulness of the service
providing them with the right information at the right time. Given that all
participants were professionals working in highly-engaging office environments, 18
out of 20 participants missed out on viewing the adverts within the time limit of an
hour. This finding is contrary to evidence from Barwise and Strong’s study (2002)
whereby 77% of 1,000 participants said that they read messages “as soon as they
received them.” Furthermore, the study provided no indication of participants’
occupation or status except for age, which was between 16-30 years old. Barwise
and Strong (2002) suggest that the time in which adverts are viewed could have
important implications for being able to provide adverts with time-sensitive
information and immediate response options (Barwise & Strong, 2002). This implies
that the type of target consumers and context in which adverts are received are
important factors to be taken into consideration for any push mobile advertising
service.
Five participants expressed elements of surprise for the ‘system’ not being as
irritating as they expected it would in terms of quantity of adverts received per day.
However, 7 felt there were ‘too many of them (adverts)’. Barwise and Strong (2002)
suggest that 82% of participants said that receiving 3 adverts a day on their phone
was “about right” however, their research also indicates that younger participants
were more receptive in receiving adverts than older ones. Bauer et al., (2005) also
suggest that attitude towards mobile marketing partly depends on the propensity to
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receive as opposed to searching for information (Bauer et al., 2005). Finally, the
tolerance level decreases as the number of adverts received increases (Barwise &
Strong, 2002).
Similarly to participants in Study One, participants in Study Two perceived the
layout and presentation of the content of the webpage-styled advert to be useful
given the imagery, the map indicating location and directions as well as the
possibility to click for further information. This was an added advantage over
restricted 160-character text messages (Barwise & Strong 2002) however, 3
participants said that the content of the text message did not always entice them
enough to view the full (webpage-styled) advert. Barwise and Strong (2002) suggest
that since texting is a one-to-one communication it allows for short concise and
informal chat type of copy which can be used and developed for effective
advertising. Finally, the reaction to text messages could have had a larger and
adverse affect on the advantage of using webpage-styled adverts for smartphone
users. Therefore, other means need to be explored and investigated further.
In conclusion, perceived value from push mobile adverts depends on whether the
information obtained from the adverts, satisfies consumers’ need in relation to their
personal interests and context at the time (Bauer et al., 2005). Furthermore, the
extent to which perceived benefit is obtained over and above perceived cost in
disclosing personal information including location, determines the users’ willingness
to adopt and accept a service (Adams 1999).
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5.2

Study Methodology: Advantages and Limitations

This section outlines advantages and disadvantages for conducting an experience
experiment, limitations with the system used to carry out the experiment and testing
boundaries for Study Two.

5.2.1

Experience Experiment

An advantage of Study Two over Study One was in its design to capture
smartphone users’ intentional behaviour of accepting or rejecting incoming adverts
when in situ. In Study One, participants’ responses could only be indicated through
verbal feedback based on thoughts and self-reflection of concept (what-if) scenarios
with a digital visual of the advert. Study Two built on Study One by creating and
testing what-if scenarios in real life. Immersing participants into the experience
provided a better understanding of the intended actions and perspectives.
Out of a total number of adverts sent to all participants 35% did not get a
response. Reasons for such ranged from mobile network coverage limitations to
participants’ inability to view an incoming message for example, while attending a
business meeting. Such insights from real life scenarios experienced by mobile
phone users might not have been foreseen if the experiment had been conducted
within a lab, as those previously discussed in the literature review (Unni & Harmon,
2007; Zhang et al., 2010). Therefore as an intial study in measurring professionals’
reactive responses in situ, the method used was appropriate.
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5.2.2

System Limitations

‘The System’ was an interface desktop application used to create adverts and
capture participants’ location, other than collating the response type and reason data.
The majority of the work that is, running the experiment was done by the ‘wizards’
as was described in Chapter 4, (Section 4.3.3 Methodology: System Application).
This included searching for items and services relevant to participants personal and
location data, writing the content and sending the adverts.
The drawback with this approach is the reliance on the wizards to operate the
system which is therefore, subject to human error. It was estimated that the total
number of errors accounted for about 4% of the total adverts sent to participants.
During the procedure, the following errors were observed; 1) adverts were sent to the
wrong participant 2) extra adverts sent to others and 3) the wrong location was
advertised in some adverts. The latter was due to failure in updating the about-to-be
advertised location to the last and most recent location the participant was in when
replying to the prior advert. This happened on some occasions, particularly when
wizards were caught up in the rush of creating and sending the next round of 20
adverts in time. Therefore, human errors account for some of the data to be invalid.
Finally, another drawback is participants suspecting a Wizard of Oz approach. To
counteract this, before the experiment participants were told they were signing up for
a service; “which collects adverts from third party retailers, outlets and advertisers
and using the information provided by you from this questionnaire, sends tailored
matches to you at appropriate times.”
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The following lists the limitations of the system used to facilitate the experience
study;


Location data was sourced from the participants’ mobile phone browser only
once the advert was displayed and responded which means that the location
became known after and not prior to sending an advert. Being made aware of
participants’ location only after they responded (if at all) and clicked to
‘allow to share location’, affected the accuracy of the adverts sent to
participants, who could have been out of range of the product or service
advertised at the time (see Appendix H Sections 4.0 and 5.0 for details). This
increased chances of the subsequent advert not being tailored to the
participants’ location at the time of receiving it. An alternative to capturing
participants’ location in realtime instead of using the mobile phone’s web
browser, would have been through a tracking app downloaded onto the
phone. This however, would have presented other challenges and issues
including the rapid consumption of battery life due to the constant monitoring
and

tracking

of

the

phone

which

would

have

therefore,

been

counterproductive to the study since participants could have failed to receive
adverts due to their phones running low or out of charge.



The medium used to deliver the advert that is, SMS might not be
characteristic of smartphone tailored advertising. However, this was the best
option available due the time constraints of the study. Even though results
would still apply if users were to be alerted by notifications sent from an app
downloaded on their phone rather than receiving these through SMS.
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Contrary to user expectations the webpage-styled advert was not interactive
with the exception of the response buttons that is, participants’ were unable to
for example, click text links. One could suggest that users would have
responded more positively if adverts were interactive. However, this could
have shifted participants’ attention focus from the main scope of the study,
which was to test for advert response as opposed to the interface design.
Therefore, as an initial study into smartphone users’ responses in situ, the
method used was appropriate.

5.2.3

Testing Boundaries

The following lists limitations given the testing boundaries of the study;


The adverts did not take into account participants’ behavioural activity that is,
adverts were not tailored depending on the type of response the adverts
received. This was not possible due to restriction on time to run the
experiment and manual resources to do so. Running a similar study over a
longer period of time could accumulate enough data about the user to be able
to tailor adverts around individual buying behaviour. Furthermore, only 2
types of smartphone tailored advertising were tested that is, web search
(Study One, pull scenario) and push mobile adverts. Others, such as in-app
banner display have been excluded from the scope of both studies.



The experiment did not test for the threshold of number of adverts received.
This was also due to limited manual resources to simultaneously create and
send adverts to 20 participants. In sending 4 adverts on a daily basis was
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subject to risking not acquiring enough data for analysis that is, responses.
Sending more than 4 adverts a day on the other hand, could have met
participants’ irritancy threshold which could have had an adverse effect on
the perception of the service. Different thresholds could be tested in future
studies to determine tolerance level.



The one hour time window in which to view and respond to the adverts
contributed towards the non-response rate. While extending the time window
could have increased the response rate, the data collected might not have been
valid since by the time participants would read the advert, its content could
have become irrelevant due to shifts in time and place. On the other hand,
reducing the time window could have decreased the response rate. Future
research will need to be conducted to see what the best time window is
particularly, if advertisers want to be effective with time sensitive adverts or
those which require an immediate response such as, competitions.



The number of participants was limited to 20. However, participants recruited
for Study Two were all working professionals unlike Study One and other
studies (Unni & Harmon, 2007; Barwise & Strong, 2002). The main reason
for not having more than 20 participants was the high degree of human
facilitation and intervention required to run the Wizard of Oz experiment over
5 days. To support the hypotheses as predicted for this study however, the
experience study would have to be repeated with a larger sample to include a
good representation of the diverse smartphone user population, which
includes different phone brands such as Blackberry and Nokia which were
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excluded from Study Two due to technical limitations with responding to the
adverts.



The experiment did not allow for ‘on the field’ observation since this could
have disrupted participants’ busy lifestyle. Such observation however, could
have provided more and insightful information about participants’ behaviour
in context such as gestures and expressions when viewing and interacting
with adverts. Another limitation was phone interviewing as opposed to faceto-face given time constraints imposed on the study. The latter might have
also been useful research in the design and development of the system since
such data provides further insight in emotional aspects of the user’s
experience.



In consenting to take part in an academic study that is, an unreal push mobile
advertising service could have thwarted perceptions of trust. In so doing this
could have reduced privacy issues and concerns which could have been
otherwise heightened. Furthermore, three participants admitted that they
would not have responded to all the adverts if it were not for the purposes of
the study. This implies that in real-life the actual response rate could have
been lower. In future research, this could be dealt with by telling participants
that the research is part of a commercial trial rather than an academic study.
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CHAPTER 6.

CONCLUSION

The current research is novel in that it is the first research to investigate consumer
perceptions of tailored advertising in the context of smartphones. Both Study One
and Two suggest the importance of perceived value; if enough of it is perceived than
consumers would be more willing to make the privacy trade-off. Identified factors
which determine the acceptance of push mobile adverts and therefore, contribute to
perceived value mainly include, personal relevance particularly to taste, interests and
preferences, location proximity and context in terms of time and place in which the
advert is received. However, perception of cost in disclosing personal and location
information, irritancy and privacy invasion from receiving adverts have a direct
affect on the willingness to adopt and use the service.
Therefore, for push mobile advertising to be successful advertisers need to take
various aspects into account when designing such a service. In the following section
we propose recommendations for designing push mobile advertising services for
smartphones.

6.1

Implications for Design

This section provides implications for designing push mobile advertising services
for smartphone users. These will be discussed based on the Diagram 1 presented in
Chapter 4, which outlines the grounded theory from Study Two findings.
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6.1.1

Reducing Perceived Cost

Cost is perceived in the disclosing personal information and the mode and
method of service delivery. The Global Code of Conduct (MMA, 2008) provides
guidelines for push mobile advertising in which it states that consumers need to optin for push mobile advertising as well as have the possibility to opt-out. However, it
does not provide guidance on how to allow consumers to customise the service
depending on their context and needs. Furthermore, the most recent issue (Version
5.0) of Mobile Interactive Guidelines (MMA, 2011) does not cover for locationbased mobile adverting. Therefore, we propose the following factors as identified
from Study Two, to be used a dimensions customisable by smartphone users at any
time while availing from push mobile advertising services;


Time; select period in which to send adverts



Location; choose distance away in minutes/miles



Service Availability; on / off



Delivery Method; ability switch between mobile and email



Information Quantity; display more or less details



Advert Quantity; ability to change amount during relevant time periods



Advert type; choose between offers, information, sales etc.



Relevance to Personal Information; choose interests, brand preferences, etc.

Unless the system automatically changes or updates to existing online profiles,
the user should also be able to add, edit or remove personal preferences such as,
brands and special events. Given features and characteristics of smartphones, these
settings could be customised through the device itself and if it is an online
application, from any other Internet-connected device.
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Finally, additional research in interaction design is required to ensure usability as
well as advertising effectiveness.

As suggested from findings in Study One,

wireframes presented to participants were well received in terms of the quantity and
detail of content however, smartphone tailored advertising could also include other
rich and interactive content such as video.

6.1.2

Enhancing Perceived Value

As discussed in the literature review, systems are successful when
recommendations they provide are trusted by its users (Bonhard & Sasse, 2006). To
achieve this, the user needs to know the recommender and the latter knows and
shares the user’s tastes. So far recommender systems have been considered for online
tailored advertising. The social aspects of which could be utilised to tailor mobile
adverts and therefore, enhance trust. Design Recommendations for a recommender
system (Bonhard & Sasse, 2006) include; recommendations explanations and the
ability to socialise and communicate amongst users. Therefore, smartphone users
should be able to;


interact with adverts to access explanations of what is being recommended



communicate with other users through online social networks and other
mobile phone communication facilities such as, calling and texting



exchange ideas and opinions through writing contributions on discussion
boards



identify suitable user matches depending on shared tastes and ratings through
online social networks.
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In conclusion, this research has provided insight from consumers which could be
valuable for advertisers in the industry designing smartphone tailored advertising
services. Furthermore, recommendations from this research could contribute towards
the development of guidelines for industry by governances such as Mobile Media
Association (MMA) and Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB). Finally, this research
will help HCI researchers and practitioners’ understand consumer perceptions of
smartphone tailored adverting which goes beyond PC-based online and pre-3G
mobile advertising.
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APPENDIX A: Info Subject Sheet & Consent Form – Study One
Study Information sheet and Consent form
Study Title: Mobile Behavioral Advertising
You are being invited to take part in a research study. Please take time to read the following
information. Ask us if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more
information. Take as long as you like to decide whether or not you wish to take part.

What is the purpose of the study?
The aim of the investigation is to obtain empirical evidence of consumers’ perceptions of
mobile behavioural advertising.
Why have I been chosen?
You have been approached simply because you own and use a smartphone in a city.
Do I have to take part?
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you agree to take part, you will be
interviewed with a few questions which could take about 45 minutes. No information will be
circulated that would make it possible to identify any particular individual’s views.
The information gathered from your participation will help in formulating the main study for
my Thesis Project which is about Mobile Behavioural advertising.
Contact for Further Information
You can discuss this study with the person who gave you this information sheet, or contact
Charlene Jennett, Research Associate of the Information Security Research Group;
charlene.jennett@ucl.ac.uk.

You will be given a copy of the information sheet and a signed consent form to keep.
Thank you for taking part in this study.
Nicky Conti
nicolette.conti.10@ucl.ac.uk
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CONSENT FORM

Title of Study; Mobile Behavioral Advertising

Name of Researcher: Nicky Conti; MSc HCI-E student
Please initial box

1.

I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet
dated……………………. for the above study and have had the opportunity
to ask questions.

2.

I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw
at any time, without giving any reason, without my legal rights being
affected.

3.

I agree to take part in the above study.

___________________ ________________
Participant:

Date

Researcher:

___________________ ________________
Date
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Signature

Signature

APPENDIX B: Face-to-Face Interview Protocol – Study One
Demographics
Age:
Gender:

Shopping
How long have you lived in London?
How often do you shop in London? Which areas in particular?
Can you remember a time when you:




Did an online search at home and then visited the store?
Walked around until you found a store that sold what you were looking for?
Bought something that you saw in a shop window - an “impulse buy”?

Please describe what happened. What factors do you think influenced your decision?

Smart Phone
What type of phone do you have?
How long have you had a smart phone?
What do you use your smart phone for?
Do you ever use your smart phone for searching for shops / items?



If yes, please describe your experience.......
If no, how would you feel about using your smart phone for this purpose?

Do you use any locator apps or services such as fb, foursquare?



Is yes, please describe your experience......
If no, how would you feel about using your smart phone for this purpose?
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Scenarios
We are now going to talk through some scenarios of possible future uses of smart phones. ..
1. Pull Scenario
You are on the street shopping and you remember you were ‘looking’ out for the latest
Samsung camera S-860.
What do you think you would typically do in this scenario?
If they say they would window shop – what do you see as the advantages / disadvantages
of this (use smartphone to conduct a search online)?
a) If they say they would use their smart phone – what kind of search results would
you expect to see?
Imagine that you decided to search using your smart phone while you were on Tottenham
Court Road. The search displayed a list of shops within a mile of where you are standing.





What would you do next?
What factors do you think would influence your decision of where/what to look
first in the search results list? (e.g. might expect them to mention closest location,
low price, well known store)
What factors do you think would influence your decision of where to buy? (e.g.
would you want to look around a few stores, or would you choose just one store
based on the search results?)

Have a look at picture 1.


Which search results catch your attention? Why?

Have a look at picture 2.







What do you think of the ad? Which parts attract your attention? Why?
What do you think you would have done if you saw this ad?
Is there any other information you would have liked to have seen?
To draw you into buying the product, how could the ad have been improved?
Say, you decided to buy the product how would you go about it? (use phone or go
to the store)
Do you think you could use this ad to help you buy the product? Or any other
means?
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2. Targeted Pull Scenario
Imagine you have a personal profile in Google which similar to Fb’s which includes;
interests, hobbies, shopping and web history etc…..


How would you feel if your search results were now tailored to this merged profile
so for e.g. it will show you stores based on your location that give special student
discounts given your current location?



What do you think are the advantages? What do you think are the limitations?



Which information do you think is ok for advertisers to use for the tailored search
results? Which information is not ok to use?



How do you think such tailoring should be done? Would you expect that search
results would be tailored automatically? Or would you expect that you would
specify which information is ok for them to use?

3. Push Scenario
Say you’re out and about in the street and you receive a message on your phone. This
message is an advert …


In what way do you think you would receive such an advert message? Is there any
preference in the way you would like to receive them eg. txt message, email, MMS,
via an app, etc…

Imagine you are actually on your way to meet some friends with whom you enjoy to have a
coffee and the content of this advert is based on your location and profile (interests, likes,
hobbies etc….);



What would you do next?
What factors do you think would influence your decision to act upon it?

Have a look at picture 3.





What do you think of the ad? Which parts attract your attention? Why?
What do you think you would have done if you saw this ad? (ignored, re-acted and
how; liked etc…)
Is there any other way you would prefer it to be display? What about info?
Anything else to draw you into ordering the latte (or any other drink) and visiting
Starbucks how could the ad have been improved
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4. Targeted Push Scenario
Assuming you have a personal profile in Fb (and you added the ‘locate me’ application or
you have downloaded the foursquare app and it’s linked to your Fb profile);


How would you feel if you received ads which were tailored according to your
Facebook profile; interests, hobbies, pastimes, social activities etc.. and based on
your location at the time?



What do you think are the advantages? What do you think are the limitations?



Which information do you think is ok for advertisers to use for the tailored ads?
Which information is not ok to use?



How do you think such tailoring should be done? Would you expect that these ads
would be tailored automatically? Or would you expect that you would specify
which information is ok for them to use?



What about if ads tailored according to another type of personal profile – e.g. your
shopping profile with Amazon or Groupon? Or based on a collection of several
sources of web data about you? How would you feel then?

5. Pull vs. Push


Do you have a preference to either tailored push ads (sent to your phone) or pull
ads (depending on your search) or both types?

Say for example, following your search for the camera from your phone you get followup adverts;


How would you feel, when using your phone, you see banner adverts for items
related to do search you performed of the product when you were out and about
that is, searched for a camera so now you start to see banner adverts for
consumables such as, memory cards and photo-printers?



How would you feel, when using your phone, if you see banner adverts for other
items *not strictly* related to the product you searched for, but based on where
you carried out the search and aspects of your user profile for e.g. now you start to
see/receive banner adverts for shops around Tottenham Court Road selling cheap
take-away food cause you are a student?



Any thoughts on how this could happen if at all?
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Would you want to distinguish (for tailored ads) between the various devices you
use; laptop, phone / iPad? Or not?



What about non-tailored adverts displayed on your mobile? Do you see any
advantages or limitations?
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APPENDIX C: Info Subject Sheet & Consent Form – Study Two
Information Sheet

Title of
Project:

Understanding Mobile Advertising using Smartphones

This study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics
Committee, project number;
Name, Address
and Contact
Details of
Investigators:

MSc/1011/010

Nicolette (Nicky) Conti,
Address: Studio 80, 1 Cardwell Terrace, Cardwell Road, London N7 0NH
Contact Number: 07551932181
Email: nicolette.conti.10@ucl.ac.uk

I would like to invite you to participate in this research project. You should only participate if you want
to; choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any way. Before you decide whether you
want to take part, it is important for you to read the following information carefully and discuss it with
others if you wish. Ask me if there is anything that is not clear or you would like more information.
Details of Study
The aim of this study is to understand peoples’ reaction and thoughts about receiving adverts on
their personal mobile phones. By accepting to participate in this study you are accepting to receive
advert-type of messages which may or may not be tailored to your profile and location at the time.
Adverts will be randomly sent to your phone throughout the duration of five days. A system has
been developed to create adverts messages based on prior information collected about the
participant and the participant’s location at the time.
Prior to the study you will be requested to fill in a questionnaire, the aim of which is to capture your
interests, pastimes, leisure activities, place of residence, work and other most frequented areas in
London. The data collected through this questionnaire will help the system generate adverts which
are tailored to you. Each time you view an advert an update of your location will be sent to the
system to tailor subsequent adverts in context of your location.

During the study you will be requested to click the link within the text message you receive on your
phone to view the advert and immediately choose one of the options presented which best describes
your intentional reaction to the advert at the time. After the 5-day study you will be requested
complete a short questionnaire. Finally, you are invited to a 15-minute phone interview to share your
thoughts about the experience of the study.

Participation Criteria;


You agree to provide your email address and mobile phone number to the researcher. This
will only be used for the purposes of the study that is, to send you the questionnaires by
email and text messages which contain links to the adverts, to your phone
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You own a smartphone and have for at least three months and have mobile internet
browsing experience
You are living in London, have been for the past six months and will be in London
throughout the study (between Tuesday 28th June and Thurs 30th June)
You are willing to fill in a personal profile questionnaire in advance and for the purpose of
the study
Your personal mobile phone will always be turned on, fully charged and carried around with
you throughout the course of the study
You allow your location to be known throughout the duration of the study
You are willing to provide feedback as and of when requested for the purposes of the study
You are willing to fill in a post-study questionnaire and are available for a 15-minute phone
interview

It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part in this study. If you choose not to participate it will
involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. If you decide to take part
you will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form. If you decide to
take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason. All data will be
collected and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
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Informed Consent Form

Title of
Project:

Understanding Mobile Advertising using Smartphones

This study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics
Committee, project number;

MSc/1011/010

Participant’s Statement
I …………………………………………......................................agree that I have;


read the information sheet and/or the project has been explained to me orally;



had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study;



received satisfactory answers to all my questions or have been advised of an individual to
contact for answers to pertinent questions about the research and my rights as a
participant and whom to contact in the event of a research-related injury;



understood that I must not take part if I do not fall into or object the Participants’ Criteria as
outlined in the Information Sheet;



understood that the information I have submitted will be published as a report and I will be
sent a copy if requested. Confidentiality and anonymity will be maintained and it will not
be possible to identify me from any publications;



understand that I am being paid a reward of £25 worth of Amazon vouchers for my
assistance in this research and that some of my personal details will be passed to UCL
Finance for administration purposes.

Finally, I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study without penalty if I so wish and I
consent to the processing of my personal information for the purposes of this study only and that it
will not be used for any other purpose. I understand that such information will be treated as strictly
confidential and handled in accordance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998.
Signed:

Date:

Investigator’s Statement
I ……………………………………………………………………..confirm that I have carefully explained
the purpose of the study to the participant and outlined any reasonably foreseeable risks or benefits
(where applicable).
Signed:

Date:
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APPENDIX D: Pre-Experiment Questionnaire – Study Two
This questionnaire was split into two sections;
Section A
Participants were asked to complete this section under the following instructions;
The Advertiser
By completing this questionnaire you are signing up for a service "The Advertiser", which
will send adverts to your phone for five days. This service collects adverts from third party
retailers, outlets and advertisers and using the information provided by you from this
questionnaire, sends tailored matches to you at appropriate times.
The Discounter
By completing this questionnaire you are signing up for a service "The Discounter", which
will send discounts to your phone for five days. This service collects discounts from third
party retailers, outlets and advertisers and using the information provided by you from this
questionnaire, sends tailored matches to you at appropriate times.
Both Groups were then asked to provide the following;
Gender Male
Female
Phone Type iPhone
Blackberry
Android
Other.........
Work and Home postcode
General description of what they
generally do and go in the evening (after
work)
General description of what they
generally do and go during the weekend,
particularly during the study weekend
(9/10th July)
Favourite pastimes and activities (tick Shopping in general
any of the following) Shopping clothes
Shopping house deco
Shopping cosmetics
Working out at the gym
Play sports
Play musical instruments
Attending social, sports, art & culture, science
and technology events,
Meeting and going out with friends
Going to the theatre, cinema, cultural places,
pubs, bars
Eating and dining out (breakfast lunch and
dinner)
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Interests (tick any of the following and
indicate preferred genre or type for each
in text box provided)

Food
Beverage

Attending musical festivals, concerts and clubs
Relaxing at spas and salons
Designing and drawing
Reading books and magazines
Listening to music
Gaming
Other.............................
Games
Books & magazines
Photography
Travel
Cars
Property
Films
Music
Arts & Culture
Theatre & Performing arts
Sports
Fashion
Beauty
Electronics & Gadgets
Pets & Animals
Plants & Flowers
Food & Cuisines
Other.............................
Vegetarian
Non-vegetarian
Alcohol
Tea Coffee
Soft drinks
Other.............................

What else would you like to receive
adverts about? For example, what have
you liked on Facebook recently, or
retweeted on Twitter...

Section B
Participants were asked to complete this section to help analyse the data collected from
the study and report findings. Both Groups were then asked to provide the following;
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Status: Single
married
other
Age: (in years)
Occupation:
Mobile service network: Vodafone
T-Mobile
Virgin
Orange
O2
Other
How long since you had a smartphone? 0-3 months
4-6 months
less than a year
year or more
Do you use your phone for internet browsing?
Do you use location services or apps? If yes which? foursquare
Gowalla
Facebook places
Google Latitude
Other
How would you rate each of the following statements;
1 being 'Strongly Disagree' to 7 being 'Strongly Agree' :



I am comfortable with sharing my interests and < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7>
pastimes for advertising purposes
 I am comfortable with having my location tracked < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7>
for advertising purposes
 I am comfortable with receiving messages from < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7>
advertisers on my phone
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APPENDIX E: In-Experiment Questions – Study Two
Participants within each group were asked to reply to the two following questions for each
of the adverts they received and viewed in context;
First Question:
Discounts Group

Adverts Group

Would you have considered this offer?*

Would you try or buy in store?*

yes / no / maybe

yes / no / maybe

*the format of the question depended on what the advert was promoting or informing participant about
Second Question: This was displayed once participant replied the first one;
Discounts Group

Adverts Group

YES
Please choose which best suits your choice;
1. It was what I needed
2. It was a good offer

YES
Please choose which best suits your choice;
1. It helped me with my buying
decision
2. It was useful information

NO
Please choose which best suits your choice;
1. It was not what I needed
2. It wasn’t an attractive
deal/offer/discount
3. I found a better deal/offer/discount
4. It was out of my location range

NO
Please choose which best suits your choice;
1. It was not what I needed
2. It was what I needed BUT the
information was not useful or
sufficient
3. I found something better or
different
4. It was out of my location range

MAYBE
Please choose which best suits your choice;
1. I needed more time to think about it
2. Offer was not quite what I needed
3. The offer/deal/discount was not
quite attractive
4. I might have found a better or
different offer/deal/discount
5. It was not close to my current
location

MAYBE
Please choose which best suits your choice;
1. I needed more time to think about
it
2. Might have been useful if I needed
it
3. It was what I needed BUT the
information was not quite enough
or very useful
4. I think I might have found
something better or different
5. It was not close to my current
location
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APPENDIX F: Post-Experiment Questionnaire – Study Two
1. Do you feel you have obtained sufficient benefit from receiving such
adverts/discounts?
Strongly Disagree < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7> Strongly Agree
2. What is your perception of the overall value you obtained in return for each of
the following;
 For signing up for this service and consenting to share my interests and pastimes, it
has been worthwhile; Strongly Disagree < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7> Strongly Agree
 For allowing my location to be known, the system met my needs and wants Strongly
Disagree < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7> Strongly Agree

(Discounts Group)
 For receiving advert messages on my phone I got to save time and money Strongly
Disagree < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7> Strongly Agree

(Adverts Group)
 For receiving advert messages on my phone I got to save time and made better
buying decisions Strongly Disagree < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7> Strongly Agree

3. How would you rate your willingness to sign-up for this service (to send you
ads/discounts to your phone)?
(Discounts Group)
 This service will offer exclusive discounts to me; Strongly Disagree < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7>
Strongly Agree

(Adverts Group)
 Signing up for this service will help me with my buying decisions Strongly Disagree < 1
2 3 4 5 6 7> Strongly Agree

4. How would you rate your concerns for each of the following the study?


I am comfortable with sharing my interests and pastimes for advertising purposes

Strongly Disagree < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7> Strongly Agree
 I am comfortable with sharing my location for advertising purposes Strongly Disagree
< 1 2 3 4 5 6 7> Strongly Agree
 I am comfortable with receiving advert type of messages on my phone Strongly
Disagree < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7> Strongly Agree
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APPENDIX G: Phone Interview Protocol–Study Two

DISCOUNTER GROUP

1. Open Question: Can you please share your thoughts and feelings about the whole
experience?

Prompt questions;


Overall how tailored do you think the messages where to the profile information
you submitted at sign-up stage? Yes, no



Were the discounts messages about products and services you expected to
receive? Yes, no
o Was there anything else you expected to see adverts for?
o What about the info they presented? was that enough?



Would you say that the amount of ads you received a day was adequate? Yes, no



Did you ever receive such or similar types of adverts on your phone? Yes, no, briefly
explain if yes

2. You have rated the statement ‘obtained sufficient value from receiving adverts
offering discounts’ as X. Please explain why.

3. For the question about ‘overall perception of value obtained’ you rated each of
the following statements as follows (read each statement and the rating and ask
for explanation)
For signing up for this service and consenting to share my interests
and pastimes, it has been worthwhile
For allowing my location to be known, the system met my needs and
wants
For receiving adverts offering discounts on my phone I got to save
time and money

X
X
X

4. You have actually been sent 4 ads on each of the 5 days (20 in all) and you have in
total viewed and responded to XX out of which ...read number for Yes, Maybe, No
and no-responses.....
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TOTAL
Grand Total

I.

YES
X

MAYBE
X

NO
X
XX

NO RESPONSE
X
X

Do you think that this is a fair representation of the rating you given in terms of
overall perceived benefit and value obtained through this experience?

OR
II.

(if there were more non-responses than responses) What do you think is a fair
explanation having ignored more ads than actually viewed?

5. In terms of reasons given for your first responses, you chose the following from
the second multiple choice question for the majority of cases.....read the reasons
for each response type
YES Eg. It was useful buying information (x6 times)
MAYBE Eg. I needed more time to think about it (x4 times)
NO Eg. It was not what I needed (x3 times)

Do you confer with that? Or do you have some other reasons for your responses?

6. I will now tell you the ratings you gave before and the ratings you gave after the
experience for each of the data and privacy concerning statements....read each of
the following and in turn ask for explanation

I am comfortable with sharing my interests and pastimes for
advertising purposes
I am comfortable with sharing my location for advertising purposes
I am comfortable with receiving advert type of messages on my
phone

Before
X

After
X

X
X

X
X

7. With regards to willingness to sign up for this service you rated the statement
‘signing up for this service will offer exclusive discounts to me’ at X Please
explain.

8. Open Question: Is there anything else you would like to share about the
experience? Point out? Or provide suggestions for?
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APPENDIX H: System Application and Process – Study Two

1.0 Pilot Study
A pilot study was run with 2 participants one for each content type of advert
(informative and discount). The pilot study served to practice running the Wizard of
Oz approach for Study Two, as well as uncover any major issues. Only a few
changes were implemented in time for the actual study; these included the location
map of the advertised venue and copy review of the in-experiment questions. The
latter was done to provide participants with a wider range of reasons to choose for
their first response (Appendix E for the full list of in-experiment questions).

2.0 Trial Run
As part of the trial run one or two sample adverts were sent to each participant
before the start of the actual experiment. The aim was to get every participant
through a technical test as well as being made aware of what was expected and
required throughout the 5-day experiment. This was essential since being an in situ
experiment participants could not be facilitated in person. To carry out the test,
participants were sent an email with the following instructions;


Check that Location Services option with the phone’s Settings menu is turned
'on'



Read the text message and click on the link within it. This will open your
mobile phone web browser to display the advert
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Click ‘ok’ when asked whether or not to allow the location of the phone to be
shared with mobileads1 (the name of the sender of the adverts). This would
have to be done for every advert especially with iPhone users since Android
have the option to save this condition after first selection.



On viewing the advert, answer the question presented at the bottom of the
advert by choosing one of the options made available (yes, maybe, no)



Finally, choose and click one of the reasons which best suits your response to
the first question

The trial run uncovered technical issues for Blackberry and Nokia phones types
when viewing and responding to the advert. Without a proper technical resolve, 3
participants were replaced by other iPhone and Android users just in time before the
start date of the experiment that is, 6th July.

3.0 Creating the Adverts
The data collated through the first questionnaire helped with generating ideas for
possible adverts in advance of the experiment. In familiarising with the different
participants’ interests and lifestyle a research was done to find relevant products,
services and events both within the vicinity of participants’ most-frequented places
and elsewhere in London. For example, if a participant ticked the box for ‘eating out’,
expressed preference for Thai cuisine and worked in a particular postcode in West
London, a closely located Thai restaurant using Google maps or other online search
engines such as Yell, and proposed the following for lunch; “Enjoy authentic sweet,
sour, salty, hot and zingy Thai food @ The Market Thai, 240, Portobello Road W11
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1LL.” For each advert a relevant buying question was also written, in this case for
example, it would have been “Would you go and buy?”

Figure 1: the Excel spreadsheet showing the content of the adverts created for 2 days of the
study for P1_ads

By the first day of the study an average of 20 adverts were created for each
participant. These varied between working days which were mainly food and
beverage related, and weekend which promoted more events, activities and social
places. The adverts were compiled in an Excel spreadsheet (Figure 1). The content of
the adverts however, had to be reviewed just before the advert was sent to the
participant due to changes in location, see Section 5.0: Advert Sending Process)
The adverts were created into the system on each day of the experiment. This was
achieved by typing or pasting the prepared content of the advert from the Excel
spreadsheet. Images of products, services and maps showing the location of the
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outlet or venue being advertised were also uploaded to populate the advert template
(Figures 2a and 2b). Adverts could not be created and stored on the system in
advance mainly because the content required updating to participant’s most recent
location information (See Section 4.0 Viewing Responses and Location). Having
limited editing capabilities16 meant that adverts were created just before they were
sent.

Figure 2a: the Create Ads display

Figure 2b: the created advert

Upon creation of an advert, the system produced a shortened web address (URL)
which was assigned to a particular participant within each group e.g. P1_disc
(discounts), P2_ads (adverts) etc. This link was then copied and pasted into a text
message which containing a brief description to the advert. Just before the text
16

Image of the location map and that of the product or service being advertised could not be edited
therefore, a new advert had to be created if this required changing
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message was sent, the time on the advert was reset to 0 minutes so that the
participant would have a full hour within which to view and respond to the advert.
The text message including the link was finally sent to the participants’ mobile phone
number through Skype’s text messaging over IP service. Figure 3 shows the interface
which displayed the created adverts. This display also provided an indication of
adverts which got a response (marked by a green tick).

Figure 3: the Ads Created display showing the text to be sent via Skype which
includes the link to the advert

The layout and presentation of the adverts sent to participants was built based on
the wireframes used for Study One. Since the latter were well received by all
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participants, the main aspects of the advert were re-produced these included
information about the product or service being promoted and where to find it
(address and location on a map).

However, other elements such as name

personalisation, ability to review and share the product or service were excluded
from the main study since these were out of scope. Furthermore, to avoid infringing
copyrights and registered trademarks, no brand logos were used. Brands were only
referred to in the content of the advert. This was required to support participants’
buying decision choice. Figures 4 and 5 show the similarity and the differences
between the two adverts used in the two studies.

Figure 4: wireframe used for Study One

Figure 5: an advert template used for Study Two
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4.0 Viewing Responses & Location
The system was also able to capture and display participants’ responses as well as
non-responses to each advert sent to their phone. Figure 6 shows the type of
responses (as indicated in brackets yes / no / maybe) participants chose for the
adverts which they responded to.

Figure 6: the Response display
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Figure 7: the geo-position of a participant at the time the response was sent in Google Maps

The Responses Display had an inbuilt Google Maps application which provided
visibility of participants’ at the time the advert was viewed, as shown in Figure 7.
However, this presented a limitation in itself. Real-time location data was sourced
from the participants’ mobile phone browser only once the advert was displayed and
responded to, which means that the location became known after and not prior to
sending an advert. Hence, at times some guesswork was required to contextualise the
subsequent advert to the last and most recent location of the participant at the time.
In the absence of such data, the workplace and residential postcodes as provided in
the questionnaire before the experiment were used to tailor the adverts. Another
alternative used was advertising products and services which were not to one
location for example, a new film release which could be watched ‘at any nearby
cinema’.
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5.0 Advert Sending Process
During the week, the first round of adverts sent to participants would generally be
based around their place of work, these were sent between 8.30am and 9.30am; the
time generally people make their way to work. Since most participants were coffee
drinkers, a coffee advert would be sent while tea or breakfast was sent to others.
Participants had one hour to respond to each advert. 96% of the total responses as
captured by the system, carried participants’ location at the time the advert was
viewed. This was then used to create the subsequent advert. However, this was not
always the case, if the participant had not responded to the advert or failed in those
few instances (4% out of the total) to allow the location to be shared with the sender
(mobileads1).
Deprived from such knowledge, subsequent adverts risked advertising products
and services which were out of range which happened a few times. In a couple of
cases, having failed to reply to morning advert, two participants working from home
on the day received lunch-related adverts located around place of work. To try and
refrain this from happening a mid-morning advert was sent in the hope of triggering
a response from the participant and in so doing reveal the location earlier in the day.
In such cases, a non-location specific advert would be sent e.g. one which was
related to participants’ pastimes or leisure activities.
The main distinction between the working days and the weekend was that since
none of the participants worked on Saturday or Sunday, the rounds of adverts were
sent at later time intervals so for e.g. instead of 8.30am they were sent at 9.30am and
so forth.
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Despite the system making participants’ location identification available (when
this was allowed by the participant on viewing and responding to the advert),
occasionally venues advertised in subsequent adverts still did not match participant’s
location at the time these were received. This was mainly due to technical limitations
and human error.
Given the way the system worked, it could not provide real-time data. Relying on
past location data did not always prove to be useful. For example, there were
instances in which participants would have moved away from the original location
(as primarily identified).
At times the wizards failed to do the task of checking participant’s last location to
that within the subsequent advert. This generally happened when wizards got caught
up in-between the sending rounds that is, intervals. For example, by the time the
mid-morning ones were sent, there was a restricted time period in which to prepare
and send the next batch of adverts in the system in time for lunch hour that is,
between 11.30am and 12.30pm. The experiment however, was not only testing for
location-specific mobile advertising. Adverts were also tailored around participants’
interests, activities and pastimes so for example; advertising a photographic
exhibition or dinner for two during the weekend which was away from either
residential or workplace area.
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